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Abstract 
Various experiments with liquids at varying column heights and temperatures 
were performed using the piezoelectric bulk transducer. The purpose was to 
understand the relation between the liquid column height in the tube and the 
unexpected tube resonance frequencies in the region between the Helmholtz 
frequency and the eigen frequency of the transducer. This would pave the way 
for a refinement of the existing model of the bulk transducer leading to a better 
fit for future experiments determining the bulk modulus of liquids in the 
transducer. Also, it could yield an interesting way to obtain clues about the 
relation between the thermal expansion and the resonance frequencies under 
scrutiny. The modelling of the tube resonances proved more complex than first 
envisioned and a satisfying fit of the obtained data to the suggested model needs 
further investigation. Also, the assumption that we are dealing with standing 
waves in the tube may have to be revised. However, the foundation is now laid 
for further investigation and refinement taking more parameters into account. 
 
Resumé (Danish) 
Forskellige eksperimenter med væske ved varierende temperaturer i den 
piezoelektriske bulk-transducer blev foretaget for at kunne modellere uventede 
rør-resonanser i det væskefyldte rør i området mellem Helmholtz-frekvensen og 
transducerens egenfrekvens og ikke mindst for at forstå forholdet mellem 
væskesøjlens højde og de nævnte resonansfrekvenser. Sidstnævnte forhold ville 
muligvis kunne lede til en interessant måde at etablere den termiske ekspansion 
på. En ny og mere omfattende model for bulk-transduceren blev foreslået, 
hvilket med tiden vil kunne lede til en bedre måde at fitte data til fremtidige 
eksperimenter i transduceren involverende bulk-modulus af væsker. 
Modelleringen af rør-resonanserne skulle vise sig at være mere komplekst end 
antaget og et tilfredsstillende fit af de eksperimentelle data til den foreslåede 
model kræver flere undersøgelser. Antagelsen om, at der er tale om stående 
bølger skal muligvis tages op til revision. Fundamentet til fremtidig undersøgelse 
og udvidelse af modellen med flere parametre er imidlertid lagt med denne 
opgave.
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Preface 
This bachelor project is targeted toward physicists and students of physics on 
bachelor level and up. The reader who is not completely confident in the topic 
can find some extra theory in 11.3. Words and terms that are not commonly used 
are marked with a * and are explained in the appendix. All references are marked 
with [author, year, pages] not all are marked with page number. 
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1.0 Introduction 
In 1994 the bulk transducer* was invented at Roskilde University by Tage 
Christensen and Niels Boye Olsen in an attempt to determine the frequency-
dependent bulk modulus* of glycerol [Christensen, 1994], but it has since found 
its use in many other experiments in the Glass and Time department of Roskilde 
University. [Hecksher, 2011] 
 
 
Figure 1 The transducer filled with a liquid. Note that the tube on the picture consists of glass while the 
tube in our experiments is made of plastic. [Hecksher, 2011] 
In short the transducer consists of a spherical piezoelectric* capacitor with a - 
from top to bottom - tube, an aperture and a void for various liquids to be 
measured upon. Allowing for the capacitance or rather creep function* to be 
measured as a function of the input frequency experimenting with the bulk 
transducer can yield a surprisingly deep insight into the properties of liquids. 
The variables are the liquid itself; the temperature of the liquid controlled by 
liquid nitrogen and a heater in a vacuum chamber cryostat, and of course the 
input frequency.1 
 
Upon feeding the liquid filled transducer with an alternating current one easily 
finds the eigen frequency (sometimes referred to as the "characteristic" 
frequency) of the combined transducer and liquid as well as the Helmholtz 
frequency and the standing waves in the liquid. 
 
                                                        
1 The mechanism of the bulk transducer is explained in detail in the chapter on theory and 
modelling. 
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Figure 2 Capacitance as a function of the frequency fed to the transducer. The blue curve relates to the real 
and imaginary parts of measurements of the empty transducer, and likewise the green curves relate to the 
transducer filled with water at room temperature. The unexplained peaks are marked just to the right of the 
Helmholtz resonance. Please note that both the Helmholtz resonance and the resonances highlighted are 
only present in the liquid filled transducer (green). 
However, upon fitting the data one also encounters unexpected peaks between 
the Helmholtz frequency and the eigen frequency, more specifically in the 
regions around 10 kHz as seen on Figure 2.2 Preliminary experiments show that 
the resonances occur when liquid is present if and only if a liquid fills the sphere, 
the aperture, and the tube. They also show that the resonances are dependent on 
the height of the liquid column in the tube. This "disturbance" is the very core of 
this project. 
 
If we would have been able to model these bumps they could be taken into 
account when fitting the data from other experiments using the bulk transducer. 
In short, a positive result in this project could yield more precise results from 
future research into glass and liquids. Also interesting, the problem could be 
turned into an advantage, because the peaks given their liquid column height 
dependency in theory could be used as method of measuring the thermal 
                                                        
2 If you do not know what The Helmholtz resonance is, do not worry. It will be described in great 
detail in 5.0. 
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expansion coefficient. The thermal expansion coefficient is essentially the degree 
of expansion divided by the change of temperature at constant pressure given by 
 
α p =
1
V
∂V
∂T( )p , which for a given material is determined experimentally. A precise 
measurement in an average laboratory without an interferometer* can be harder 
than it looks, simply because the changes in dimensions are miniscule. A method 
involving resonance frequencies could on the other hand be quite precise 
because the peak of the frequency can be determined easily.  
 
1.1 Aim of project 
The aim of the project is therefore in some way threefold. In very simplified 
terms it can be categorized in to the following three sub objectives: To 
characterize, analyze and understand the so far unexplained resonance 
frequency. These are somewhat vague definitions of the projects goal though – 
but we can already reveal, that the first one will be the easiest one to answer, and 
the latter will be the hardest. In more detail the following three points can 
describe the aim: 
 
1) The resonance is highly suspected of being caused by some phenomena 
occurring in the tube of the transducer3. The first aim of the project is to 
verify this statement. This done by looking both at simple experiment 
results, as well as theoretical reflection.  
2) Given that 1) is verified, we want to determine the relationship between 
the tube resonance and the height of the liquid column in the tube. In 
order to do this, we must first find the relevant parameters for the model, 
and hereafter determine the relationship between them from the data 
obtained by the experiment 
                                                        
3 A detailed description of the construction of the transducer can be found in 3.0 
and 3.1. 
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3) Explain to some extend how this phenomenon is occurring. If possible, we 
seek to describe the exact geometry of the deformation of the tube walls 
(or give a qualified guess, based on a comparison of theoretical 
assumptions and experimental data).  
 
It is important to stress, that it is possible to answer 2) without finding a certain 
answer of 3). This might seem counter intuitive; that we can model the behavior 
of a phenomena of which we do not even know the mechanism, and therefore do 
not understand it in detail. So how can this be? It has to do with the fact that the 
different models must share some common properties. We know in advance, that 
we want to model a resonance, because that is what we are observing via the 
data. Therefore the model must capture the sudden change in the creep function 
(see 4.2) that is characteristic near a resonance frequency. This, amongst other 
features are not uniquely related to a specific model but are general phenomena 
that arise whenever the right set of circumstances are present. So the model can 
be mathematically correct, in the sense that it is able to replicate the observed 
results and captures the dynamics of the system, when we vary the parameters – 
even though it might not resemble the actual physical phenomena in detail. Thus 
the different models of the same unknown phenomena might actually produce 
very similar results. 
 
So how do we distinguish between the different models, if the results are the 
same? The answer of this question lies in the details. This investigation is the 
essence of the third sub question: We seek to give an estimate of, at what points 
the models would differ, and under which circumstances this could be tested. It 
is not the aim of this project to find the final answer of the geometry of the 
vibration mode; but nonetheless the more indicators we can reveal, the better. 
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2.0 Problem 
As stated in the introduction the core problem of this project is to characterize, 
analyze and understand the so far unexplained resonance frequency in the bulk 
transducer tube. This mounts to the seemingly simple question: 
 
“How can the resonance peak at around 10 kHz in the Bulk Transducer be 
modelled?” 
 
This is interesting not only because it is unknown territory, but also because it - 
as mentioned - may yield hints to a relation between the resonance frequencies 
and the thermal expansion coefficient and give clues to what is actually 
happening in the liquid filled tube. 
2.1 Contraction of problem 
Several potential considerations line up for pre examination in order to discard 
the inessential.  
 
Contraction part 1: 
The existing model for the liquid filled bulk transducer has a wider frequency 
focus than we need take into account first hand. The peaks that we are 
examining appear between the Helmholtz frequency and the eigen frequency of 
the transducer itself. Therefore we will focus on the intermediary frequencies 
but naturally incorporate our findings into the existing model covering the entire 
frequency range. 
 
This should in turn yield a better fit of the frequency / capacitance graph when 
using the bulk transducer in other experiments, resulting in a more precise 
measurement of the bulk modulus. However, due to the natural limitations of 
this project we will not analyse this. 
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Contraction part 2: 
Upon changing the temperature of a liquid the volume change is apparent. If we 
can determine the relationship between the liquid column height (in terms of the 
mass) and the resonance frequency then we can use this very relationship to 
determine how much a given liquid changes with temperature, which is the very 
definition of the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient.  
 
However, parallel to the expansion of the liquid we will also see a change in 
viscosity* and density, which could have an influence on the data too. We will 
disregard viscosity as a parameter in the resonance frequency since a change in 
viscosity would yield a change in amplitude and not frequency. The change in 
density, however, will be taken into account. To actually reach a conversion from 
resonance frequency to the thermal expansion coefficient may not be possible 
within the scope of this project; however the road thereto could be paved in 
parts. 
 
Contraction part 3: 
 
Finding clues to what is actually causing the resonances demands a logic 
narrowing of the possibilities at hand. This will be dealt with now. 
 
The resonance could be produced in the liquid inside the transducer shell itself. 
However, by an approximated calculation one quickly finds the wavelengths are 
far bigger than our sample: 
λ = vf  
λ  is the wavelength, v is the speed of sound in the liquid, and f  is the frequency. 
If we use the speed of sound in water (1500 ms−1 ) as a good guidance and the 
frequencies in our domain ≈  10 kHz we get a wavelength of about 15 cm which 
is to be compared to the size of the transducer, around 2 cm. This discarded we 
move on to the next in line. 
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The resonance could be rooted in the transducer itself. In this case, however, the 
resonance would be found in an empty transducer too, which is not the case. The 
same goes for a transducer where the liquid does not reach the tube. 
 
The resonance could be caused by a longitudinal* standing wave in the tube 
material PEEK. However, the longitudinal speed of sound in PEEK material is 
approximately 2580ms−1 at 20 0 C at high frequencies [Carlson et al., 2003], which 
in turn would require a larger tube length, since the wavelength would be a 
minimum of λ = 2L  where L  is the length of the tube. Using the frequencies in 
our range we get a theoretical tube length at around 13 cm, which is obviously 
wrong. 
 
Thus, the problem is related to the tube but the resonance is related to the speed 
of sound in the tube in combination with the liquid column and its height or mass. 
In this case the following applies: 
 
The resonance could be caused by a radial oscillation of the tube caused by the 
oscillating liquid volume flow. This is both plausible and the math is doable but it 
does involve the (small) expansion and contraction of the circumference of a 
rather stiff material, meaning we would be dealing with a rather large spring 
constant of the tube compared to the mass of the liquid. 
 
The resonance could be caused by an elliptical-like oscillation of the tube keeping 
the circumference constant while changing the volume. Although asymmetric 
this seems like a valid explanation that would introduce a smaller spring 
constant of the tube but also involve much more complicated math.  
 
With this at hand we can pose the following hypothesis. 
2.2 Hypothesis 
It is hypothesised that the resonance under scrutiny are caused by the oscillating 
pressure wave in the liquid giving rise to a standing wave in the tube wall. 
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2.3 Structure of the project 
The report will give a thorough description of the bulk transducer and the theory 
behind it, which in turn leads to a modified theoretical model for the transducer. 
This theoretical model will be held up against the experimental data presented, 
analysed and fitted. Such a structure should serve to solve the problem in order 
for the model to catch the essential aspects of the real phenomenon. 
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3.0 The bulk transducer in detail 
The concepts of this project can be unclear if one is not familiar with the bulk 
transducer itself. This chapter will go through the elements and functions of the 
transducer in detail. 
 
The bulk transducers are partly produced by Ferroperm Piezoceramics A/S and 
are modified at Roskilde University by Tage Christensen and Niels Boye Olsen. 
The transducer consists of a hollow shell of high quality piezoceramic, coated on 
both the inner- and the outer side by a conducting material, which acts as 
electrodes on the piezoceramic. Thus, the movement caused by applying a 
voltage drop is radial, which therefore changes the inner volume of the 
transducer. Both the inner- and outer electrodes are connected by an insulated 
wire to a mount, thus turning the shell into a spherical hollow capacitor enabled 
to convert electrical energy to mechanical energy (hence it is a transducer). 
 
 
Figure 3 showing the bulk transducer sphere, aperture and tube. 
On top of the transducer shell one finds an aperture, which connects the sphere 
to the tube. The radius of the aperture ra is smaller than the radius of the tube rt . 
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This will turn out to be a factor in the Helmholtz resonance. This however, will 
be covered later. 
 
Figure 4 Top view of the transducer showing that the radius of the aperture is smaller than the radius of the 
tube. 
Finally, the tube consists of PEEK or Polyether Ether Ketone, which is a 
semicrystaline thermoplastic with high mechanical resistance properties that are 
retained at high temperatures and stress. "The stiffness of this material 
(measured to 50% before failure) does not seem to change as a function (of) 
temperature." [Walther, 1998, p. 78-79] Thus, we consider the elasticity or 
Young's modulus EPEEK  of the tube minimal during the temperature variance 
experiments. 
 
The piezoceramic has the property to convert accumulated electrical charge into 
mechanical stress and vice versa. Therefore we are dealing with a combined 
system of both mechanical and electrical components. When applying an 
alternating current the transducer starts to contract due to the ceramics, and 
hence mechanical work is created. Because the transducer is a sphere the 
contraction results in a volume change of the sphere.  
 
The output of the transducer is a capacitance or as we will see a function of the 
capacitance of the combined real and analogous components of the transducer 
and what it contains.  
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When the empty transducer is subdued to frequencies below the eigen frequency 
of the sphere, the sphere is free to vibrate. However, when the eigen frequency 
has been surpassed the sphere clamps. This can be described with an analogy to 
the harmonic oscillator. Here the mass will not move when the frequency to 
which the spring is subdued is higher than the eigen frequency of the spring.  
 
 
Figure 5 showing a measurement of an empty transducer. Notice that the capacitance of the clamped 
transducer is smaller than that of the free. The capacitance of the clamped system is equal to the electrical 
capacitance of the transducer. The real and imaginary parts are presented from top to bottom. 
When there is a liquid in the transducer to an arbitrary height in the tube the 
transducer aperture clamps after the Helmholtz frequency following the same 
principle, this time the liquid having the role of the mass (or rather inertance*), 
thus effectively blocking a flow in and out of the tube. This does not mean that no 
movement can occur at all; otherwise we would not see the resonance 
frequencies under scrutiny. It does however allow for a measurement e.g. the 
bulk modulus of the liquid inside the sphere only. 
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3.1 The dimensions of the transducer 
The dimensions of the transducer parts were calculated from given data and 
from a few measurements. 
 
 
Figure 6 Showing the separate volumes of the transducer. We distinguish between the volume of the 
sphere, of the aperture, and of the tube. 
The data concerning the aperture and tube was available beforehand: 
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Figure 7 showing the dimensions of the aperture and tube in mm. The bottom end of the aperture fits the 
thickness of the piezoceramic shell neatly. Figure kindly supplied by the workshop at NSM / RUC 
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The volume of the aperture Va  is found: 
 
Va = pi ⋅1,5mm2 ⋅ 3,75mm ⇔ Va = 26,51mm3 = 2,651⋅10−8 m3  
 
The maximal liquid volume in the tube is the volume of the tube, Vt : 
 
Vt = pi ⋅ 3mm2 ⋅16mm ⇔ Vt = 452,39mm3 = 4.5239 ⋅10−7 m3  
 
The volume of the sphere Vs  was measured via the inner diameter halved rs . The 
measurement was taken 10 times with a Vernier calliper and an average was 
taken. The diameter measured under a microscope varied within two hundredth 
of a millimetre, between 17.91 mm and 17.93 mm. 
 
rs = 17.92mm ⋅
1
2
 
 
Vs =
4
3
pi ⋅(17,92
2
mm)3 ⇔ Vs = 3013,09mm3 = 3,0131⋅10−6 m3   
 
The volume of the sphere and the aperture Vs+a  combined is found: 
 
Vs+a = (3,01309 ⋅10−6 + 2,651⋅10−8 )m3 = 3,0396 ⋅10−6 m3  
 
These volumes will be used extensively in the analysis. 
 
The mass of the empty transducer was measured at 
 
mtransducer = 4.4428 ⋅10
−3 kg  
 
The radius of the sphere is  
 
r
s
= 8,96 ⋅10−3m  
The thickness of the material is 
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30,5 10sD m
−
= ⋅  
Hence the average radius is: 
 
r
average = rs −
D
s
2
= 8,96 ⋅10−3m − 0,5 ⋅10
−3
m
2
= 8,71⋅10−3m  
This radius is used to calculate the surface area of the sphere: 
 
A
s
= 4 ⋅pi ⋅r
avg
2
= 9,533⋅10−4 m2  
The mass of the sphere is calculated by using the average measured mass of 
tubes and the average measured mass of the transducer hence. Average tube 
mass: 
 
0,2958 0,2988 0,3002 0,3001 0,2990 0,29878
5
g g g g g g+ + + + =  
Average transducer mass: 
4,5033 4,502 4,5043 4,5032
3
g g g g+ + =  
Sphere mass: 
 
4,5032g − 0,29878g = 4,20442g  
 
Volume of tube Vt  4.5239 ⋅10−7 m3  
Volume of aperture Va  2,651⋅10−8 m3  
Volume of sphere Vs  3,0131⋅10−6 m3  
Volume of sphere and aperture 
Vs+a  
3,0396 ⋅10−6 m3  
Thickness of tube wall Dw  5 ⋅10−4 m  
Thickness of sphere Ds  5 ⋅10−4 m  
Mass of transducer mtransducer  4.4428 ⋅10−3 kg  
Mass of sphere ms  
 
4,20442⋅10−3kg  
Young's modulus for PEEK EPEEK  3.6 ⋅109 Pa  
Average surface area sphere 
 
9,533⋅10−4 m2  
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To model the transducer it is necessary to first define the known network 
components and their analogies and the creep function, which will be done in the 
next chapter. 
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4.0 Theory 
This chapter is dedicated to the necessary theory and facts, which will be used as a 
basis for the modelling of our system. The background physics for continuous matter, 
such as the concepts of stress and strain are to be found in the appendix. 
 
Prerequisites to understanding the following chapter 
In accordance with the target group of this project the reader is expected to be 
familiar with concepts like complex numbers and impedance, and should know 
the basic properties of electrical components and electrical diagrams, e.g. 
Kirchhoff's laws and the concept of the damped harmonic oscillator.  
 
4.1 Network analogies 
It is very useful to make analogies between different families of systems making it 
possible to treat various subsystems of different kind as one single system with the 
same components. This subsection explains how it can be done and presents the 
necessary background knowledge that will be used in creating an electric circuit 
analogy for our model.4 
 
Following is the table with variables in an electric network and their analogous 
counterparts from a mechanical network. Voltage and Charge can have many 
different analogies. But as we are dealing with pressure waves traversing a liquid 
the most appropriate variables to use as an analogy would be pressure as the 
driving force or effort*, and volume flow as the variable that describes flow*. 
 
                                                        
4 The following is based on the notes on Linear Response Theory by Tage Emil Christensen. 
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Table 1 Shows the translation from electric to mechanical terms. 
Electric terms Unit Mechanic terms Unit 
Voltage Volts Pressure kg ⋅ m−1 ⋅ s−2  
Charge Coulomb Volume 
 
m3  
Current Ampere Volume flow m3s−1  
 
It is also important to mention that whenever effort or flow is conserved or 
distributed, both of the analogies will do the same. If we were to model a river 
and it would split, then the flow of the water (the volume flow) would be 
distributed between the two branches. That is why we will put a node in our 
electrical counterpart to represent that place in the river, because a node splits 
the current into two.   
One can translate the properties of components in the mechanical realm to their 
electrical counterpart using Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Shows the translation of components. 
Mechanical 
component 
 Electrical 
component 
 
Dashpot  Resistor  
Spring  Capacitor  
Mass  Inductor  
 
To give an intuitive example, a capacitor accumulates charge, which will work as 
a restoring force to the flow of current. This is a direct analogy to the spring, 
which stores potential energy that can produce a restoring force. Another 
analogy to a spring would be the compressibility of a fluid. When pressure is 
applied to a compressible fluid it can contract in volume and increase its density. 
The volume that it was contracted by can be released when less pressure is 
applied. It is similar to contracting a spring where the length of the spring is 
contracted or the accumulation of charge on the plate in the capacitor when 
voltage is applied.  
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The knowledge of the impedance of the components is also necessary since we 
will need to derive the creep function (covered in the next section) for our 
model.  
Table 3 Table of impedance for the electrical components. 
Component Complex impedance, Z Unit of 
characteristic 
quantity  
Real 
expression 
Resistor R  [ ]R = Ω  (Ohm) U RI=  
Capacitor  1
i Cω
 
[ ]C = F (Farad) ( )Idt C U t= ⋅∫  
Inductor i Lω  [ ]L = H (Henry) dIU L
dt
=  
 
4.2 The Creep function 
When we say we measure the capacitance of the bulk transducer, what we really 
measure is the response function of the combined electrical and mechanical 
components of the transducer. This response function is called the creep function 
and will be introduced as a general concept here.5 
 
The concept of the creep function is actually a generalized time dependent 
capacitance that not only applies to capacitors, but to all components or systems.  
It has the same dimension and units as the capacitance for a capacitor - namely 
charge over voltage drop, measured in C V . So electrically the creep function is 
an expression of how much charge is put into the system, compared to how high 
the voltage is – but in contrast to the capacitance, this is considered a function of 
time (or frequency). For a simple circuit with the only component being an ideal 
capacitor this means that the creep function has the constant value of the 
capacitance. In more complex systems the creep function turns out to be a very 
useful quantity. 
                                                        
5 The following is partly based on [Feyman et al., 2011] and on the notes on response theory by 
Tage Emil Christensen. 
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In mechanical systems the creep function is an expression of the relation 
between the corresponding quantities: distance and force; or in our case: volume 
displacement and pressure. Regarding the bulk transducer, it consists of a 
combined electrical- and mechanical system. Therefore the measured creep 
function is a combined measure of the “creep behaviour” of both the electrical 
and the mechanical system. 
One of the uses of the creep function is that it easily allows us to identify 
resonance frequencies. If you plot the creep function of the frequency (which is 
how we present our experimental data, see 11.5), then the resonances will show 
as peaks in the creep function. The interpretation of this is that we suddenly get 
a large displacement (or charge) compared to the force (or voltage) applied. This 
corresponds well to the concept of resonance. 
 
One may have noticed that the definition of the creep function is very close to 
that of the impedance. This can be expressed by the following relation using the 
impedance of the capacitor: 
 
( ) ( )
1 1
CZ i C i J
ω
ω ω ω
= =  
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
C
C
J Y
i Z i
ω ω
ω ω ω
= =

 
 
OR: 
For a harmonic current the charge as a function of time is given by: 
( ) { } 1d Re iQ I t t I e Iiωτ ω= = =∫ ∫  
Therefore the creep function can be expressed in terms of the impedance or 
rather the admittance Y : 
( ) ( )1 1Q IJ Y
U i U i
ω ω
ω ω
= = ⋅ =  
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5.0 Modelling 
The following chapter contains the detailed modelling of the transducer. The aim is 
to reach a theoretical model, which incorporates the analogous components of the 
electrical and mechanical parts of the transducer, of the liquid, and tube. This is to 
be tested against the data in the analysis. 
 
5.1 Helmholtz resonance 
Helmholtz resonance, named after Hermann von Helmholtz, is a general and 
well-known phenomenon that occurs in a variety of different hydraulic and 
aerodynamic situations. This is for example the mechanism, that causes sound to 
be produced when you blow the nozzle of an empty bottle, and the same 
phenomenon is also exploited in vented speaker box designs to enhance the gain 
output of a certain frequency.  
The mechanism of the Helmholtz resonator is in many ways similar to the simple 
harmonic oscillator. The resonance occurs whenever you have a chamber of 
compressible fluid or gas with a tube (or something similar) forming an exit of 
the chamber. The fluid that fills both the chamber and the tube is compressible 
and has a density, ρ . It is important to understand that the Helmholtz resonance 
always occurs, whenever these circumstances are present, but we will only 
investigate the special case where it happens in the Bulk Transducer.  
 
The figure below (Figure 8) shows a simplification of the bulk transducer. The 
liquid in the sphere is illustrated as dark blue, while the liquid in the aperture is 
light blue and the liquid in the tube is purple blue. As indicated with the 
doublesided arrow, the fluid in the aperature as well as the tube can move up 
and down. This causes volume – and thereby pressure - in the chamber to 
change, resulting in a force acting on the liquid in the aperture in the opposite 
direction of the volume displacement. The liquid in the tube (above the 
aperature) is of course also displaced, but not by the same distance as that in the 
aperture. This is because the different radius  acts as an hydrolic gearing ratio, so 
that the liquid is moving slower in the tube with the larger diameter. 
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For the modelling of this movement, we do not consider pressure change in the 
aperature and tube; and we do not not consider movement of the liquid particles 
in the chamber. So in this model, a two non-deformable “bodys” of liquid are 
simply bouncing on top of chamber, acting as a “liqiud-compression-spring”.  
 
 
Figure 8 Illustration of the bulk transducer as a Helmholtz resonator. The dark blue fluid 
represents the chamber volume; the light blue liquid represents the volume of the liquid column 
in the aperture, while the purple fluid is in the tube of the transducer. 
 
Assumptions: 
When the volume in the tube is displaced vertically the liquid in sphere acts as a 
spring, providing an opposing force, proportional to the displacement length (for 
small displacements). Pressure in the aperture and tube is assumed constant, 
and this volume of the liquid in these two parts remains constant. This is due to 
the fact that that amplitude of the volume displacement is considered much 
smaller than the volume of the tube. Thus am  and tm  remain constant. 
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Realizing this, it becomes obvious that the Helmholtz resonance is similar to the 
resonance of a harmonic oscillator, where the angular resonance frequency is 
given by: 
mech
k
m
ω =  
Thus we want to determine the corresponding quantities for mass and spring 
constant in terms of volume-flow.  
 
The generalized mass is called Inertance, and we can derive the dimension of this 
quantity from some considerations of the volume-related flow and effort. 
 
( )e P
f V
−∼
∼
 
 
A generalization of Newtons second law states that: 
 
ˆe m f= ⋅   
 
where mˆ  is a generalized mass. In the case of volume flow we get: 
 
2 2
a a a aa
a
a a a a a
dV M V
F
dP m A h hAM
V z A A A A
ρ ρ
⋅ =
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= = = = =
⋅


 
 
 
Inertance has the unit: 
 
[ ] 4: kgM
m
 
 
As we are both dealing with an inertance for the aperture and for the tube, the 
combined inertance is simply the sum of the two: 
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, 2 2
a t a
a t
a t a t
m m h hM
A A A A
ρ  = + = + 
 
      (m1) 
 
As for the spring constant / stiffness G , we are able to perform the same 
dimension analysis. The generalized spring constant is given by: 
 
ˆ
ek fdt= ∫
 
 
In this case we get: 
 
1
s s
dPG
dV V κ
= =
⋅
 
 
Where sκ  is the compressibility, given by: 
1
s
s
dV
V dP
κ
 
= −  
 
  
This is measured in units of: 
[ ] 23 5 5 4 2
3
3
2
1 1
:
1
kg m
kgsG
m m m m s
m Nm N
m
⋅
= = =
⋅
 
 
Hence the volume related resonance frequency becomes: 
 
1
2
,
1
1s s a t
H s s
a t a ta t a t
s s
a t a t
V h hG V
M A Ah h h hVA A A A
κ
ω κ ρ
ρ κ ρ
−
  ⋅
= = = = ⋅ ⋅ +         +
⋅ ⋅ +   
   
 
Unit check: 
[ ] 1
2
3
3
2
1 1 1
1
H s
m kg kg mm kg
m kg mNN m m
s
ω −= = = =
⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
⋅
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fH =
1
2pi
ω H =
1
2pi
V
s
⋅κ
s
⋅ ρ ha
A
a
+
ht
At












−
1
2
 
 
As you may have noticed, there are no viscous forces in the formulas. This is 
because - as is the case for the damped harmonic oscillator - the friction force 
actually does not influence the resonance frequency, but only changes the 
damping (and thereby the quality factor and the creep function). Because the 
influence from the variation in the liquid column height in the tube ht  is 
relatively small the Helmholtz frequency will change relatively little as well. 
 
5.2 Relation between thermal expansion and change in height: 
In the following section we will derive an expression that tells us the height of the 
liquid column as a function of the mass of the liquid and the change in 
temperature. This expression will later be used in the analysis chapter. 
 
When the bulk transducer is filled with liquid and weighed before performing 
the experiment, the surface of the liquid column reaches a certain height, h , in 
the tube. Knowing this height is essential to determining at what frequency the 
tube resonance will occur. Two problems arise from this: 
 
1) We do not have an accurate method of measuring the height directly. 
2) We do not know how much the height changes, as we vary temperature. 
The aim of the following computations is to find a solution for these two 
problems. For the first problem we want to find the height as a function of the 
mass of the liquid, since this can be weighed quite accurately. As for the second 
problem, we want to know how the height varies, as we change the temperature 
by dT . 
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5.2.1 Modeling the height of the liquid column: 
We pour liquid of temperature 1T , thermal expansion coefficient Pα , density 1ρ  
and mass, m into the transducer. This liquid has a specific initial volume, 1V , and 
will fill up the tube of the transducer to a certain height, 1h . The height is 
measured from the bottom of the tube. The denotation, 1, of the volume declares 
that this is the volume at 1T . 
 
When performing the experiment we change the temperature to 2T , which 
subsequently causes the height of the liquid column, the density and the volume 
of the liquid to change into 2 1,h ρ  and 2V , respectively. The rest of the parameters 
are assumed temperature invariant or without importance to this specific 
problem. Refer to the figure below. 
 
Figure 9 Illustration of the liquid filled transducer. The volume of the liquid at temperature, 1T , is 
represented by the dark blue part, while the light blue part represents the volume change as temperature 
changes by dT . The h -values corresponds to height of the liquid column. 
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In general the height can be considered a function of two variables6: The mass of 
the liquid, and the change in temperature, 2 1dT T T= − : 
( ),h m dT  
With constants: 1 , 1, ,P rT Vα ρ  and 
 
rt . 
 
The initial volume of the liquid is given by: 
1
1
mV
ρ
=  
Recall that: 
 
V1 = Vs+a +Vt  
Using these two formulas along with the relations between the height and the 
inner volume of the tube, tV , we get: 
 
Vt = pir
2h1 ⇔ h1 m( )T = Vtpir 2 =
V1 −Vs+a
pi r 2
=
m
ρT1
−V
s,a
pir 2
 
 
 
h m( )T =
m
ρT1
−V
s+a
pi r 2
   (m2) 
 
Note that 
 
V
s+a
 is independent of temperature and therefore remains constant: 
 
dV
s+a
= 0  
(m2) answers problem 1). In order to find a solution for problem 2), we need to 
use the thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid: 
1
P
P
dV
V dT
α
 
=  
 
 
As illustrated on Figure 9, a change in temperature causes a volume change. If 
the temperature change is small the change in volume can be considered 
proportional with thermal expansion coefficient as factor: 
                                                        
6 Hence if the temperature is not changed it just a special case of the general 
model, where 2 1T T=  and 0dT = . 
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1PdV V dTα=  
However the thermal expansion coefficient can change significantly over the 
temperature intervals that we cover during the experiment, so this definition of 
the volume change will not be sufficient. In order to generalize the expression we 
consider the expansion coefficient as a function of temperature and then 
integrate: 
( )
( )2
1
1
2 1
P
T
PT
dV T V dT
V V T dT
α
α
=
= ∫
  
Once again we use the relation, and hence the final solution for problem 2) is: 
( ) ( )
( )2
1
12 2
2 2 2
T
P s aT
Tt s a
t m m
m T dT V
V V VV r h T h T
r r r
αρ
pi
pi pi pi
+
+
−
−
= ⇔ = = =
∫
(m3) 
This relation also enables us to determine the thermal expansion coefficient for a 
given temperature change if we have measurement of the height, h : 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
2 1
1
1
2
2
T T
P s amT
T
P s am
T dT h T r V
m
dT h T r V
dT m
ρ
α pi
ρ
α pi
+
+
= ⋅ +
= ⋅ +
∫


  (m4) 
 
Similarly we can determine the density of the liquid as a function of the height: 
 
2
2 s a tV V r hpi+= +

 
( ) 2
2 s a t
m mh
V V r h
ρ
pi+
= =
+
 (m5) 
 
5.3 Deriving creep functions for the bulk transducer 
The aim of the section is to derive an expression for the creep function of the bulk transducer. 
This is done in three parts - for the empty transducer, for the liquid filled transducer and 
incorporating the tube. 
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5.3.1 Empty transducer: 
When a voltage drop is put across the electrodes of the transducer two things happen: 
Charge is stored in the piezoceramics, providing en electrical capacitor effect; but at the 
same time the transducer sphere will contract or expand radially (depending on the sign and 
magnitude of the voltage). The electrical capacitance of the piezoceramic will vary 
continuously depending on how much the sphere is allowed to move. In fact the transducer 
converts electrical voltage into a radial mechanical pressure by a constant coefficient. 
Likewise the current is translated into a volume flow. Assuming that there is no loss of 
energy in this process we can describe the translation from electrical to mechanical energy 
by a transformer: 
The transformer ratio is given by relation between the efforts (in this case voltage and 
pressure), which is equal to the inverse of the flow-ratio (volume flow and electrical 
current): 
el
el
U V T
P I
= =

 
Thus the transformer ratio, T , is actually an expression for how much radial mechanical 
pressure it takes to increase the electrical voltage drop by one unit. Or, alternatively, how 
much current corresponds to one unit of volume flow. 
According to network analogies as described in 4.1, we are able to describe the mechanical 
volume flow as a current, and we can therefore model the mechanical system, as if it were 
electric.  
The mechanical system that we want to model by a network diagram, can be simplified to 
behave as the mechanical diagram below: 
 
Figure 10 Equivalent mechanical diagram of the piezoceramic shell. 
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If we consider a section of the sphere, it will have three distinct properties. The first one is 
simple and requires no further introduction, a mass. The second property is a spring effect, 
which is caused by the stiffness of the material. When the sphere is radially expanded it 
undergoes strain deformation, resulting in an opposing force. For small displacements this 
force is proportional to the displacement, and thus it acts like a spring. The third property 
captures the internal friction in the material as it is deformed.  Some of the energy that is 
required to deform the material will turn into heat. This property is modeled as a dashpot. 
Figure 10 shows the mechanical diagram for the transducer. The bottom energy port is 
connected to the electrical side of the system. The three mechanical components, the mass, 
spring and dashpot, are connected in parallel, because they all travel with the same radial 
velocity (recall that they all actually resemble different properties of the same material, the 
piezoelectric wall).  
We now posses the necessary information to put up the electrical network diagram: 
 
 
Figure 11 Electrical network diagram. 
 
5.3.2 Impedance and creep function for empty transducer: 
With the network diagram for the empty transducer now put up, we simply consider the right 
side of the diagram as being electric, hence the transformer ratio is defined: 
el pz
pz el
U I
T
U I
= =  
When performing experiments with the bulk transducer the output quantity of the 
measurement is a creep function. As described in 4.2 a creep function is basically a 
generalized capacitance, and therefore they also share the same dimension: 
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( )
Idt
C
U t
=
∫
 
Therefore we want to manipulate the expression above, so that we get 
pz
pz
I
U
 which can 
then be integrated to get the creep function.  
1) 
pz el
pz el
I I
T
U U
=   2) 
el el
pz el
I I
T
U U
=           
Substituting 2) into 1): 
2 2 1 2pz el
el el
pz el
I I
T T Z T Y
U U
−
= = =  
Focusing on the admittance, Y  we will model the impedance first: 

 
Capacitor
Inductor Resistor1
pz pzpz
pz
Z i L R
i C
ω
ω
= + +  
2
1 1
1 1pz
pz
pz pz pz pz
pz pz
iY
Z i L R i R L
i C C
ω
ω ω ω
ω
= = =
+ + + −
 
Now we use the following relation: 
( ) ( ) { } ( )1d Re iQ t I t t I e dt I tiωτ ω= = =∫ ∫  
Hence we can easily switch from current to charge, which is convenient when setting up the 
creep function: 
1
1pzpz
pz pz
pz pz
IQ iJ Y
U U i
ω
ω
= = = ⋅  
( ) 2 2 2
2
1
1 1
pz
pz el el
pz pz
pz pz
pz
C
J C T C T
i RC LCi R L
C
ω = + = +
+ ω − ω+ ω − ω
 (m6) 
5.3.3 Impedance of the liquid filled transducer 
Here follows the model for the liquid filled transducer. 
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Network model: 
 
Figure 12 Network diagram of the liquid filled transducer. 
We will now derive a simplified model of the liqiud. It is important to mention that this 
model does not capture all the properties of the liquid. For instance radial standing waves 
within the liquid in the sphere can produce a spectrum of resonance frequencies. This model 
does not capture these features since it only produces one single resonance frequency – 
namely the Helmholtz resonance frequency. However the tube resonance that this project 
seeks to investigate lies within the frequency interval between the Helmholz- and the eigen 
frequency. This is below where the beforementioned resonance frequencies accour, and 
thus this simplified model is sufficient of the discribing the behavior of the liquid around the 
frequencies of the suspected tube resonance. 
The liquid is considered to have three distinct proporties: 
- It is compressible, and for small volume changes the change in pressure is linear.This 
feature is modelled by a capactitor with capacitance equal to the compressibility of 
the liquid:  
1
lq s
s
dVC
V dP
κ
 
= =  
 
 
- The liquid in the tube and apertube has an inertance as described in (m1). This is 
modelled as an inductor, and its value is given by: 
, 2 2
a t a
a t
a t a t
m m h hM
A A A A
ρ  = + = + 
 
 
 
where A  is the area related to the subscript. 
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- The flow through the aperture is viscous and thus provides a pressure drop that is 
proportional to the volume flow. This is modeled by a resistor. When determining 
the value of this impedance we will use parameter fitting – however an estimate for 
the value can be found by the formula below, where l  is the length of the aperture 
and shearη  is the shear modulus of the liquid [Hecksher, 2011, p. 40]: 
4
8
lq shear
a
lR
r
η
pi
=  
Modelling assumptions: 
- No considatation of inertance / density of liquid in sphere 
- No radial derformation of tube walls at this frequency 
- Non-compressible liquid in aperture and tube 
- No turbulence in aperture flow 
- No forces due to surface tension 
 
Also the liquid column height is treated as though it had no inclination due to 
surface tension. 
Since the volume flow through the aperture and the tube must be the same, then the 
inertance and resistor should be connected in series. However, the aperture and sphere 
must share the same pressure, and so the capacitor should be connected in parallel with the 
series-components (see Figure 13). This model of the liquid captures the Helmholtz 
resonance and the clamping of the aperture after this frequency. Thus the impedance of the 
the liquid becomes: 
1
lqlq
lq lq
Y i C
i L R
ω
ω
= +
+
 
( ) 2
1 1
1 11
lq lq lq lq
lq
lq lq lq lqlq lq lq lq
lq
lq lq
i L R i L R
Z
Y i C R C Li L R i Ci C
i L R
ω ω
ω ωω ωω
ω
+ +
= = = =
+ −+ ⋅ ++
+
 
 
Since the impedance of the liquid is connected in series on the left side of the network 
diagram it can simply be added to the other impedances in the series connection. Thus the 
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impedance lqZ  is added in the denominator of (m6) to find the creep function of the liquid 
filled transducer: 
 
( ) 2
2
2
1
1
1
lq el
lq lq
pz pz
pz lq lq lq lq
J C T i L R
i R L
C i C R C L
ω
ω
ω ω
= +
+
+ ω − ω +
+ −
 (m7) 
 
Finally we need to add the last component to the network model. 
 
 
 
5.4 Expansion of model to incorporate the impedance of the liquid in 
the tube 
When liquid is forced through the aperture it will flow out into the tube. Thus the cross 
sectional volume flow in the aperture and the tube are the same, and therefore the 
impedance of the tube tZ  (referring to relation between pressure and volume flow in the 
liquid at the bottom of the tube) should be connected in series in the network analogy. 
 
Figure 13 The completed network model. 
 
For now we will narrow our view down to only focusing on the tube impedance. Once this is 
calculated, we will then add it to rest of the system. Though the walls of the tube may 
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macroscopically seem rigid and non deformable, they will actually undergo deformation as 
the pressure in the tube changes. We choose to model the liquid filled tube as combination 
of capacitors (corresponding to the elastic properties of the tube walls) and inductors 
(corresponding to the mass of the liquid). For the modeling the tube is considered to consist 
of horizontal (perpendicular to the z -axis) layers, that all share the same properties. 
 
Figure 14 The tube with a layer outlined. 
If we look at a small vertical cross section of the tube with height dz , then the pressure will 
depend on the degree of radial deformation of the tube walls: The more the tube is radial 
expanded, the higher the pressure. As the tube is expanded radially, the circumference will 
increase proportionally by a factor 2pi . For small changes in length the stress within a solid 
body is proportional the displacement from the equilibrium position. Recall that the volume 
flow is about 
9 32,92 10V m−∆ = ⋅  so the length of the change in circumference is indeed 
small. Hence we can regard the pressure of a liquid layer as being proportional to radial 
deformation of the tube. 
The essence of this model is to consider the fluid as being incompressible. So when the 
pressure wave travels through the liquid, then instead of compressing the liquid locally it 
expands the tube walls of the given liquid layer, which then causes pressure to increase. This 
assumption is based on the fact that it is generally "easier" to deform or stretch a material 
than to compress it. Hence the value of the bulk modulus is greater than that of the Young's 
modulus.  
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Each layer of liquid with thickness dz  is considered to have the following uniform 
properties: An inertance and a pressure. These depend on the volume of the layer 
 
dV  and 
the compliance of the tube walls (inverse of spring constant), 
 
dC . 
 
Figure 15 shows two different layers of equal thickness, dz . At the layer to the right the radius of the tube 
is expanded by tr∆ , resulting in a increase in circumference O , volume and pressure. Note that the extend 
of deformation is greatly exaggerated 
For each layer of liquid: 
- Volume of a layer: 
2
l tV r dzpi=  
- The liquid layer has an inertance that is proportional to dz . This is given by  
2
t
dzdM
r
ρ
pi
⋅
=  (m8) 
- The tube walls act as a “volume spring” in the sense that they provide a pressure 
change that is considered proportional to the change in volume (due to the small 
volume change). We model this spring effect as capacitor. 
When describing the volume change we are using the Greek letter ∆  as a 
symbol for change instead of the d . This to remind, that the change in 
volume is independent of the change in height. 
dVdC
P
∆
=
∆
 
Thus we need to derive an expression for V∆  and P∆ : 
Young's modulus is defined as: 
peek
x
dF LE
A L
⋅
=
∆
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Where dF  is the total radial force of the walls, 2 tL O rpi= = , x wA D dz= ⋅ , 
2 tL rpi∆ = ∆ , wD  is the thickness of the tube walls 
peek x
peek w
E A L
dF
L
E D dz pi
∆
=
⋅ ⋅ 2
=
2
tr
pi
∆
t
peek w t
t
r
E D rdz
r
∆
=
 
The pressure is the force pr. area. In this case the area equals the area of the tube 
walls of the layer: 2w tA r dzpi= ⋅  
2
peek w t
peek w tt
w t
E D r dz
E D r dzrdFdP
A r dzpi
∆
∆
= = =
⋅
22 tr dzpi ⋅
22
peek w t
t
E D r
rpi
∆
=
 
We now want to compute the corresponding change in volume. Since this is small 
(7.4), it can be assumed linear and can be found from the derivative: 
2
l tdV A dz r dzpi= ⋅ = ⋅  
From this expression we find the derivative: 
2
2
t
t
t t
dV
r dz
r
dV r dz r
pi
pi
∆
= ⋅
∆
∆ = ⋅ ⋅∆
  
Hence we can now write the capacitance of the layer: 
 
dC = ∆dV
∆P
=
2pi r ⋅ dz ⋅ ∆rt
EPEEK Dw∆rt
2pirt
2
=
2pirt ⋅ dz ⋅2pirt
2 ∆rt
EPEEK Dw ∆rt
 
 
dC =
4pi 2rt
3
EPEEK Dw
⋅ dz  (m9) 
 
In the modeling process the following assumptions have been made:  
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1. Incompressible fluid. This means that the fluid itself always maintains its volume, 
and any change in pressure is therefore related to a deformation of the tube walls. 
2. dz h<<  
3. The walls are mass less. 
4. The stiffness of the walls is independent of height. In reality the bottom of the tube 
is connected to a solid piece of PEEK-material, which most likely increases the 
stiffness of the walls near the bottom of the tube. This might be crude assumption, 
but it allows us to characterize the entire tube wall by the Youngs modulus of the 
material. 
5. The center of gravity of a liquid layer does not change as the radius varies. This 
means that the radius of the tube does not change, even when the walls are 
considered to deform. This assumption can be justified from the fact that the 
volume flow is small. 
6. We are not considering inertance of radial volume flow. This assumption can be 
justified from the fact that the volume flow is small. 
7. Viscosity is neglected. 
8. Pressure from the atmosphere is considered constant throughout the height and is 
neglected. 
9. No evaporation of liquid. Therefore the mass is considered to remain constant. 
10. No gravity. No external forces applied. 
11. The walls above the liquid height are not considered to move (or it is at least not 
considered to affect the impedance of the liquid in the tube). 
12. The tangential strain in the tube walls is a linear function of the change in radius. 
This assumption can be justified from the fact that the volume flow is small. 
13. Inertance of a liquid layer is independent of radial expansion. This assumption can 
be justified from the fact that the volume flow is small. 
14. The total Inertance of the liquid in the tube and aperture is considered constant 
over time. This assumption can be justified from the fact that the volume flow is 
small. 
15. No dispersion in the ceramics. This means that the values for frC  and clC  does not 
vary over time. 
 
From a mechanical perspective the liquid within a layer is all exerted to the same pressure 
(due to assumption 7.). At the same time the vertical volume flow out of a volume layer 
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must equal the volume flow into the next layer of liquid (due to assumption 1.). Note that 
radial volume flow is simply considered to stay within the layer. 
From an electrical point of view the two before mentioned statements in accordance to 
network analogies (see  4.1) correspond to the electrical properties: 
- The voltage drop over the capacitor (corresponding to the pressure on the tube 
walls) should equal the sum of voltage drops over the following inductors 
(corresponding to the pressure drop between the given liquid layer and the top 
layer). Thus the capacitors shall be connected in parallel with the inductors. 
- When current passes through an inductor it should be able to flow into yet another 
set of capacitors and inductors. Thus the set of parallel-connected capacitors and 
inductors should be connected in series. 
From these statements we can draw the electrical diagram: 
 
Figure 16 Electrical diagram. 
Each set of capacitors and inductors correspond to the stiffness and inertance properties of 
each layer of thickness dz . Since the liquid has constant density, at the tube walls is 
considered to have height-independent geometry and Young’s modulus – these values are 
independent of height, and therefore all equal to the same constant. The constants, 
however, are in both cases proportional to the length of dz . 
In order to model the impedance of this system, we will use a more generalized approach. 
The concept is to not look at the specific impedances of the components, but rather just 
view them as a general impedance and admittance. This way we do not have to distinguish 
between current and volume flow; and voltage drop and pressure – but rather just think of 
flow, f , and effort, e , in general. 
The generalized diagram for at small part of length dz  looks as follows: 
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Figure 17 generalized diagram for a small length dz. 
We think of the parallel element of having an admittance of dY  (in this case 
11 i C
i C
ω
ω
−
 
= 
 
), while the element in series has impedance dZ (in this case i Lω )7. The 
fact that both of these values should be proportional to dz  is expressed in following to 
equations: 
ldZ Z dz=    (m10) 
ldY Y dz=   (m11) 
Where lZ  and lY  are the coefficients of impedance and admittance pr. length. We will now 
be using the two following generalizations of Ohm’s law: 
e Z f
f Y e
= ⋅
= ⋅
 
From Kirchhoff's and Ohm’s laws applied on Figure 17 follows the formulas for flow and 
effort at dz : 
The flow after dz  must equal the flow into dz  minus the flow into the parallel element: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) lf z dz f z e z dY f z e z Y dz+ = − = −  
The effort after dz must equal the effort before dz  minus the effort across dz : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) le z dz e z f z dZ e z f z Z dz+ = − = −  
The equation for the flow can be rewritten to: 
                                                        
7 Recall that admittances in parallel are additive, while impedances in series are 
additive. Hence the configuration. 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( )
l
l
f z dz f z df e z Y dz
df
e z Y
dz
+ − = = −
= −
  
The same goes for the effort equation: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
l
l
e z dz e z de f z Z dz
de f z Z
dz
+ − = = −
= −
  
Hence we have now derived the z -derivatives of the flow and effort: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
'
'
l
l
f z Y e z
e z Z f z
= − ⋅
= − ⋅
 (a) 
We differentiate these terms once more to get the second derivative: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
'' '
'' '
l l l l
l l l l
d
e z Z f z Z f z Z Y e z
dz
df z Y e z Y e z Z Y f z
dz
⇓
= − = − =
= = − =
 
The differential equations above tell us that the flow and effort is proportional to their 
second derivatives. Hence the solution must be a wave. Since the flow and effort are out of 
phase, we can derive a common complex solution. 
The coefficient is called 
2k  according to the wave equation: 
2
l lk Z Y=  
We already know the dimension of this number, since we know the complex admittance and 
impedance of the tube system: 
l l
l l
Z i M
Y i C
ω
ω
=
=
 
Where lM  and lC  are Inertance and capacitance pr. height respectively. These are 
calculated from (m10) and (m11): 
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2
2 3
l
t
t
l
peek w
dMM
dz r
rdCC
dz E D
ρ
pi
pi
= =
4
= =
 (m12) 
And so k  can be written as: 
2 2
2
l l l l l l
l l
k Z Y i M i C M C
k M C
ω ω ω
ω
= = ⋅ = −
= −
 
Since both 
2
, lMω  and lC  are positive real numbers, k  is the square root of a negative 
number and thus must be complex.  
Therefore the solution is given in form of a complex wave. The solution of second order 
linear differential equations is of the form: 
( ) ikz ikze z A e B e−= ⋅ + ⋅  (b) 
To find a specific solution we must use boundary conditions. Two things are knows about 
the wave in the liquid filled tube. At the top of the liquid, the surface layer always feels a 
constant pressure from the atmosphere above (which is considered neglectable). Therefore 
the effort at the top of the liquid, h , is equal to zero. From this follows the first constant in 
the solution of the wave equation: 
1) Boundary condition: ( ) 0 0 ikh ikhe h A e B e−= ⇔ = ⋅ + ⋅  
( ) 2ikh ikhikh ikh ikh i kh
ikh
eB A A e e A e A e
e
− − +
−
= − ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅ = − ⋅

 
Substituting this into (b) we get: 
( ) 2
2
ikz i kh ikz
ikz i kh ikz
e z A e A e e
A e e e
−
−
= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
 = − ⋅ 
 
We now use (a) to obtain a more specific representation of the flow: 
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( ) ( )
( )
2
2
2
1
'
1
1
l
ikz i kh ikz
l
ikz i kh ikz
l
ikz i kh ikz
l
f z e z
Z
d A e e e
Z dz
A ike ik e e
Z
ikA
e e e
Z
−
−
−
−
=
−
 = − ⋅ 
−
 = − − ⋅ 
−
 = + ⋅ 
 
The tube is connected to aperture and the rest of the transducer at 0z = . Therefore we 
want to determine the impedance, as it is felt from the bottom of the tube, which gives us 
the second boundary condition: 
2) ( )0tZ z = : 
( )
( )
0 2 0 2
2
0 2 0
0 1
0 1
ik i kh ik i kh
l
t i kh
ik i kh ik
l
A e e ee Z eZ Af ik eik e e e
Z
⋅ − ⋅
⋅ − ⋅
 − ⋅
− − ⋅1 
= = = ⋅
+ ⋅1 − + ⋅ 
 
To simplify this expression we multiply nominator and denominator by ikhe− : 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
2
2
1
1
i kh ikh ikh ikh
l l
t i kh ikh ikh ikh
ikh ikh
l
ikh ikh
e eZ Z e eZ
ik ke e i e e
Z e e
k i e e
−
−
− −
− − −
− − −
− ⋅
−
= ⋅ = ⋅
+ ⋅ +
−
= ⋅
+
 
This expression can be shortened further by substituting in the complex trigonometric 
relations: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
sin
sin cos tan
2 2 cos
i i i i i i
i i
e e e e e e
i i e e
θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ θ
θθ θ θ
θ
− − −
−
− + −
= = = =
+
 
Hence the general solution of Figure 17 can be written as: 
( )tanlt ZZ khk= ⋅ −   
The specific solution for the tube impedance is found by substituting in the values of lZ  and 
k :  
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( )
( )
( )
2
2
2
tan
tan
tan
l
t
l
l l
l l
l
l l
l
ZZ kh
k
i M M C h
M C
M i M C h
C
ω
ω
ω
ω
= ⋅ −
= ⋅ − − ⋅
−
= ⋅ − ⋅
 
Even more specific: By substituting in the values of lM  and lC  (see (m12)) we get: 
 
Z
t
=
ρ
pirt
2
4pi 2rt
3
Epeek Dw
⋅ tan −i ω 2 ρ
pi rt
2
4pi 2rt
3
Epeek Dw
⋅ h








 
 

Z
t
=
ρ ⋅ EPEEK Dw
4pi 3rt
5 ⋅ tan −i2ωh
ρpir
t
EPEEK Dw






 
 
In order to use the model of the tube to improve the existing transducer model we must 
rewrite the tube impedance into a creep function and then add this in an appropriate way to 
the existing creep function: 
 
Figure 18 The collected model of the whole bulk transducer with liquid. 
( ) ( ) ( )12 2 221 tan m131lq lq llq el pz pz l lpz lq lq lq lq li L R MJ C T i R L i M C hC i C R C L Cωω ωω ω
−
 +
= + + ω − ω + + ⋅ − ⋅ 
+ −  
If we insert the definitions of the inductance and capacitance pr. length and get: 
( )
1
2 2
2 3 5
1
tan 2
1 4
lq lq PEEK w t
lq el pz pz
pz lq lq lq lq t PEEK w
i L R E D rJ C T i R L i h
C i C R C L r E D
ω ρ ρpi
ω ω
ω ω pi
−
  +
⋅
= + + ω − ω + + ⋅ −  
+ −   
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6.0 Experiment 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the experimental setup and procedures in 
connection herewith. 
6.1 The purpose of the experiment 
The experiment was divided into three separate categories, each with its unique 
purpose. The first and preliminary was without liquid in the transducer in order 
to establish whether or not the resonance frequencies are indeed the fabric of a 
phenomenon in the liquid filled tube and not just of the transducer itself. The 
goal of the second class of experiments was to establish the relationship between 
various liquid column heights and the resonance frequencies. The third class 
covered the temperature dependent resonance frequencies in order to establish 
the relationship between the resonance frequencies and the thermal expansion. 
6.2 Materials 
 
- Pure water 
- 99,9 % ethanol eøf nr. 200-578-6, De Danske Spritfabrikker A/S 
- Glycerol 99,5 % lot&filling code: 1313003 40307015 opened 27/3 2007, 
Fluka 
- P8 bulk transducer 
- Agilent E4980A (20Hz – 2MHz) Precision LCR Meter 
- Multi-LCR-Meter (0,1Hz – 100Hz) 
- Cryostat build by IMFUFA, Roskilde University (RUC) building 27 
- Generator (0,1Hz – 100Hz), build by Imfufa, Roskilde University (RUC) 
building 27 [Igarashi, 2008] 
- 5 ml glass syringe 
6.3 Setup 
The transducer is mounted to an extension that fits neatly into a cryostat, where 
liquid nitrogen and an electric heater control temperature. The extension is 
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fitted with low resistance wires8, through which the transducer can be subdued 
to alternating current with various frequencies from the two LCR sources. The 
electrical connection between the transducer and the two instruments is 
automatically switched via a relay. Hereby the capacitance is continuously 
measured and the setup is connected to a computer, so the data can be compiled 
in Matlab for analysis, fitting etc. 
6.4 Protocol 
We performed several experiments with various liquids, temperatures and liquid 
column heights. 
The transducer was filled gently with a liquid by using a syringe making sure 
that the number and size of air bubbles was minimized. The experiments could 
as mentioned be classified as follows: 
1. Measurement of an empty transducer. In order to identify the behaviour 
of the bulk transducer itself several runs were done without any liquid.  
2. Various liquid column heights. These experiments were performed with 
ethanol, water and glycerol in order to establish the relation between the 
mass of the liquid in the tube and the frequency. 
3. Various temperatures. These experiments were performed with water 
and glycerol, and they were performed to see if we could use the results 
from the first series of experiments to both confirm the relation between 
frequency and the mass of the liquid in the tube and thereby to indirectly 
get clues to the relation with the thermal expansion coefficient. 
 
All experiments followed the same procedure, except of course for the 
preliminary empty transducer experiment. The experiments started by weighing 
the empty transducer, subsequently adding the desired amount of liquid to the 
transducer and then weighing it again. The difference in weight was the exact 
                                                        
8 Each wire is split in parallel into two wires, which are then coiled along the 
extension. This parallel setup minimizes the inductance of the wires. 
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mass of the liquid in the transducer. In average it took about 40 minutes to do a 
measurement.  
 
Due to the relatively fast evaporation of ethanol the weighing of the mass in 
these experiments was ongoing. The evaporation of water and glycerol is so 
small that it could be neglected in the time span of the experiments using various 
heights. E.g. the rate of evaporation of water is given by  
(Pw −Pa ) )(0.089)
Y  
where Pw is the pressure of the water, Pa  is the pressure of the air, and Y  is the 
latent heat for evaporation of water. At room temperature and normal pressure 
this gives us a rate of 0.00004gs−1m−2 .  Given the small radius of the tube 
rt = 3mm  it is clear that the water evaporation of water is very small in our time 
scales.  
 
With the temperature experiments we measured the weight of the transducer 
with a certain amount of liquid added. This time we did not change the mass but 
ran measurements at different temperatures. We used a small film over the tube 
to avoid the evaporation of water because these experiments demanded much 
more time than the previous. Due to the fact that the transducer broke after this 
measurements, the scheduled and similar experiment with ethanol using a film 
on the nozzle was not possible to perform. The chosen temperatures were 
dependent on the properties of the liquid. E.g. the experiments with water did 
not go below 274 K to make sure that the phase transformation would not 
destroy the transducer. 
 
The commands for the measurements in the cryostat were written in Matlab. For 
each liquid-temperature combination the first measurement had a frequency 
span of 102 Hz to 105 Hz. Following this we focused on the span between 104 Hz 
to 106 Hz, and finally we fed the transducer with frequencies from 0,1 Hz to 106 
Hz. We did all these different measurements, some overlapping, to be sure that 
we had all the data we needed to calculate later on.  
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The specific commands can be found in the appendix. 
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7.0 Analysis 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the obtained data in order to lay the 
foundation for the conclusion and to verify or reject the proposed model. 
 
7.1 Establishing the realm of the resonances under scrutiny 
 
The analysis will focus on three main targets: 
 
1. Establishing the relation between liquid column heights and resonance 
frequency for the experiments with varying mass. 
 
2. Establishing a relationship between resonance frequency and thermal 
expansion. 
 
3. Establishing the values needed to make the theoretical model work  
 
First, however, we will verify that the resonance frequencies under scrutiny are 
indeed only present when there is liquid in the tube. 
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Figure 19 Showing the eigen frequency plus smaller harmonics of the empty transducer. 
As one may see from the measurement of the empty transducer in Figure 19 
there are no resonances below the eigen frequency; neither the Helmholtz 
resonance nor the frequencies under scrutiny.  
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Figure 20 Showing a measurement of the liquid filled transducer (green) and a corresponding 
measurement of the empty transducer (blue). 
 
However, as soon as the tube is filled with liquid (Figure 20) a measurement 
shows the frequencies that we are interested in as well as the Helmholtz 
resonance. 
 
Secondly, we will show that the Helmholtz frequency only changes slightly under 
changing liquid column height (Figure 21). This is in direct harmony with the 
predictions from (5.1) and therefore it makes sense to try to use the resonances 
under scrutiny as beacon of the expansion coefficient and not the Helmholtz 
resonance. 
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Figure 21 showing how the Helmholtz resonance only changes slightly with various liquid column heights 
compared to how much the resonances under scrutiny changes. The data are from the height measurements 
of glycerol. 
 
7.2 Relation between liquid column height and the resonance 
frequency 
Continuing one sees the relation between the frequency of the resonances and 
the liquid column height in all experiments where the height was varied. 
 
The height was computed from table values of the density at the liquid at 293K  
from this formula: 
 
 
h m( )= mρ293K −Vs+a






1
pir
t
2  
 
where 
 
ρ293K  is the density of the given liquid at.  
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Ethanol 
As seen in  
Table 4 the mass of the ethanol was measured before and after each experiment 
due to the high evaporation rate. From these measurements we found an 
average and calculated the height from this. This taken into account a linear 
relation, seen on Figure 22, seems like a valid though inconclusive option. 
 
Table 4 Shows the data from the height measurements of ethanol. 
Sample 
Temperature 
[K] 
Mass 
before 
[kg] 
Mass 
after [kg] 
Mass 
Average [kg] 
ρ(298) 
[kg/m^3] 
V(a+s) 
[m^3] 
Height 
[m] 
Resonance 
[Hz] 
a 298
0,002
718
0,002686
5 0,00270225 785,22
3,0396E-
06
0,01421
049 11308,56
b 298
0,002
6485 0,002635 0,00264175 785,22
3,0396E-
06
0,01148
546 13136,83
c 298
0,002
5943
0,002582
5 0,0025884 785,22
3,0396E-
06
0,00908
248 14960,13
d 298
0,002
5042 0,002496 0,0025001 785,22
3,0396E-
06
0,00510
528 17909,74
 
 
Figure 22 shows the resonance frequency as a function of the liquid column height averaged from a 
measurement of the mass before and after each sub-experiment. Error bars depicting minimum and 
maximum height are added due to relatively fast evaporation of ethanol though the mass has been 
calibrated after each instance of height. 
 
Water 
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As mentioned the rate of evaporation rate of water is significantly smaller than 
that of ethanol and given the relatively short time interval of experiments with 
water (around 40 minutes) the mass of the water was considered constant. This 
is why we do not  have a "before and after" measurement of the mass. Of course, 
this assumption is not quite true. From Table 5 we get Figure 23 and the again 
we get what could be a linear relation. A vague resemblens to an inverse 
proportionality is an option too, however. 
 
Table 5 Shows the data from the height measurements of water. 
Sample Temperature [K]Mass [kg] ρ(298) [kg/m^3] V(a+s) [m^3]Height [m] Resonance [Hz]
a 2980,0034795 997,0862 3,0396E-060,01591791 9112,61
b 2980,0033714 997,0862 3,0396E-060,01208348 10972,53
c 2980,0032892 997,0862 3,0396E-060,00916775 12586,68
d 2980,0031999 997,0862 3,0396E-060,00600018 14674,79
 
 
Figure 23 shows the resonance frequency as a function of the water column height in terms of the height. 
 
Glycerol 
The evaporation rate of glycerol is even smaller, so again it was considered 
constant. The data used for calculation is presented in Table 6. As with water and 
ethanol the relation, seen in Figure 24, could be linear, but also inversely 
proportional. 
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Table 6 Shows the data from the height measurements of glycerol. 
Sample Temperature [K]Mass [kg] ρ(298) [kg/m^3] V(a+s) [m^3]Height [m] Resonance [Hz]
a 2980,0043597 1260,7 3,0396E-060,01480347 9119,72
b1 2980,0042384 1260,7 3,0396E-060,01140051 10918,43
b2 2980,0041603 1260,7 3,0396E-060,00920949 12752,6
c 2980,0040965 1260,7 3,0396E-060,00741964 14524,68
d 2980,0039827 1260,7 3,0396E-060,00422708 17095,86
 
 
Figure 24 shows the resonance frequency as a function of the glycerol column height in terms of the height. 
 
The number of measurements per liquid is too small too make any general 
conclusion in regards to the relation between liquid column height and the 
resonance frequency. There is, however some indication of a linear relation 
between the liquid column height and the resonance frequency, which is 
somewhat contrary to what we assumed in the chapter on modelling: that the 
resonance frequency and liquid column height or rather inertance of the liquid 
are inversely proportional assuming the resonances are standing waves: 
 
fres ∝
Cl
M lq
 
 
Thus, this could be an indication that we are not dealing with standing waves. 
However, due to the few measurements the inverse proportionality may not be 
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visible. Had the tube been much longer then perhaps a conclusion could be 
reached. 
 
7.3 Relation between thermal expansion and resonance frequency 
In order to compare the results from the proposed model with established values 
the liquid column height is calculated using table values for the density of water 
and glycerol again using this formula: 
 
h = mρ(T ) − Vs+a






1
pi rt
2  
 
where ρ(T )  is a table value. 
Water 
Table 7 Shows the data from the temperature measurements of water. 
Temperature [K] Mass [kg] V(a+s) [m^3] Resonance [Hz] ρ(T) [kg/m^3] Height [m] 
297 0,00335 3,0396E-06 12900,36 997,3364 0,011298132
293 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13023,24 998,2379 0,011190843
289 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13122,08 998,9702 0,011103833
285 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13212,71 999,5159 0,011039078
281 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13291,08 999,8601 0,01099827
279 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13312,47 999,9477 0,010987888
278 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13322,31 999,969 0,010985364
277 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13330,79 999,9748 0,010984677
276 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13350,76 999,9646 0,010985886
275 0,00335 3,0396E-06 13355,52 999,9377 0,010989073
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Figure 25 showing table value calculated water column height as function of temperature. Please notice 
how the height is lowest around 277 K. 
From Table 7 one gets the data and calculations for the temperature 
measurements for water. From the data one gets Figure 25 where one can see 
that there is a low point at 277 K because this is where water is most dense. 
From 277 K and on the graph is almost linear. 
 
Glycerol 
Table 8 Shows the data from the temperature measurements of glycerol. 
Temperature [K] Mass [kg] V(a+s) [m^3] Resonance [Hz] ρ(T) [kg/m^3] Height [m] 
298 0,0042 3,0396E-06 11036,93 1260,7 0,010354092
293 0,0042 3,0396E-06 11367,42 1264 0,010046393
288 0,0042 3,0396E-06 11631,1 1267,3 0,009740296
303 0,0042 3,0396E-06 10760,66 1257,5 0,010654008
308 0,0042 3,0396E-06 10549,82 1254,2 0,010964901
313 0,0042 3,0396E-06 10317,63 1250,9 0,011277433
318 0,0042 3,0396E-06 10102,5 1247,7 0,011582074
323 0,0042 3,0396E-06 9879,25 1244,4 0,011897875
328 0,0042 3,0396E-06 9664,96 1241,1 0,012215356
333 0,0042 3,0396E-06 9413,23 1237,9 0,012524833
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Figure 26 showing near perfect linear table value calculated glycerol column height as function of 
temperature. 
From Table 8 one gets the data and calculations for the temperature 
measurements for glycerol. From the data one gets Figure 26 where one can see 
how the table values for the temperature dependent density of glycerol are used 
to give a picture of the theoretical thermal expansion. 
 
We ran a series of experiments with ethanol. The evaporation however, was too 
big for the experiments to be successful and due to the breaking of the 
transducer a series with film on the nozzle could not be made. 
 
The temperature dependent data gathered should be used to harvest the thermal 
expansion coefficient in connection with the model to be analysed in 7.6. 
 
7.4 Piezoelectric deformation 
In this chapter the piezoelectric deformation for the empty bulk transducer is 
calculated 
Piezoelectric material deforms when it’s undergoing an electric field. The 
deformation of the ceramic material is proportional to the magnitude of the 
electric field and thickness of the material thus it can be calculated as the 
following: 
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∆L
c
= δ
c
E
c
D
s  
Where: 
cL∆ is the change in deformation, [ ]cL m∆ =  
cδ  is the piezoelectric deformation coefficient, [ ]c mVδ =  
cE is the electric field, [ ]c VE
m
=  
 
D
s
 is the original thickness of the piezoelectric material ( 0=E ), 
 
D
s
  = m  
The electric field of the circumference of the bulk transducer sphere is given by: 
2
04
Q
rpiε
=E  
Where: 
r is the radius of the sphere, [ ]r m=  
0ε is the electric  vacuum permittivity constant 
Q is the amount of charge distributed over the sphere, [ ]Q C= (Coulomb) 
In order to calculate the amount of change distributed over the sphere we can 
use the definition of capacitance: 
QC C U Q
U
= ⇒ ⋅ =  
Where: 
U is the electrical potential difference, [ ]U V=  
C is the capacitance, [ ]C F= (Farad) 
Thus the electric field of the circumference of the sphere is: 
2
04
U C
rpiε
⋅
=E  
Thus the change in deformation of the piezoelectric material is given as: 
 
∆d
c
= δ
c
⋅ D
s
⋅
U ⋅C
4piε0r
2  
By using the following given values for our transducer: 
12575 10c
m
V
δ −= ⋅  
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D
s
= 0,5⋅10−3 m  
1U V=  
944,945 10 CC
V
−
= ⋅  
38,96 10r m−= ⋅  
9 2 2
0
1 8,9875517873681764 10
4e
N m Cκ
piε
−
= = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
And hence the deformation of the empty bulk transducer is: 
61,447 10cd m
−∆ = ⋅  
Thus the change in volume is given as: 
( ) ( )
3
3 3
9 3
4
3
4 4
3 3
2,92 10
c c
V r
V r d r d
V m
pi
pi pi
−
= ⋅ ⋅
∆ = ⋅ ⋅ + ∆ − ⋅ ⋅ − ∆
∆ = ⋅
 
 
7.5 Establishing the parameters for the model of the empty 
transducer 
We are now ready to determine the values of the parameters of the network 
model for the empty transducer, and we will make Matlab fit a capacitance 
function corresponding to the model to a measured data series. The fitting is 
done by making four programs (see 11.6). However, first we will rewrite 
equation (m6), so that the parameters are easier and intuitive to recognize from 
the experimental data.  
 
In this way we can compare the computed values to the measured data, and 
hence make sure, that the program is working properly. Equation (m6) is 
rewritten as follows: 
 
We look at the expression for the creep function of the empty transducer: 
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( ) 2 21
pz
pz el
pz pz pz pz
C
J C T
i R C L C
ω = +
+ ω − ω
 
 
For low frequencies close to ω = 0 , the effect of the inertia of the sphere ( )pzL  
and the mechanical friction ( )pzR  are vanishing. Therefore the measured creep 
function has the value of the capacitance of the transducer, as it is allowed to 
move freely. We call this capacitance frC , and it is theoretically defined as: 
 
( )0 pz frJ Cω ω→ ⇒ →  
 
( ) 2 220lim 1 0 0
pz
fr pz el el pz
pz pz pz pz
C
C J C T C T C
i R C L Cω
ω
→
= = + = +
+ ⋅ ⋅ −
 
 
The other frequency limit, ω = ∞ , also holds some interpretable information. At 
this limit the inertia of the sphere ( )pzL  becomes dominant, which means that 
the walls of the sphere effectively are unable to move. Thus this frequency limit 
resembles the value of the clamped piezoelectric capacitance, clC : 
 
( )pz clJ Cω ω→ ∞ ⇒ →  
 
( ) 2 2lim 1
pz
cl pz el el
pz pz pz pz
C
C J C T C
i R C L Cω
ω
→∞
= = + =
+ ⋅∞ ⋅ − ∞
 
 
The resonance frequency 0ω  is where the creep function is maximized. This 
happens when the denominator term is minimized, which happens at the value: 
 
0
1
pz elL C
ω =  
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Using these boundary conditions we are able to rewrite (m6) with a new set of 
parameters (that are constructed from the original parameters elC , pzC , T , pzL  
and pzR : 
 
( ) 2
0 0
11
fr cl
pz cl
C C
J C
i Q
ω
−
= +
 ω ω
+ −  
ω ω 
 
 
With parameters:  
2
fr el pzC C T C= +  
cl elC C=  
1 pz
pz el
LQ
R C
=  
0
1
pz elL C
ω =  
 
When running the scripts in Matlab we get the following parameter fits for the p-
vector: 
 
p =
Cfree
C
cl
ω 0
Q












=
44.9450 nF
30.4470 nF
5.2178 ⋅105 Hz
55.2785












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Figure 27 showing the fit of the empty transducer, where the red line is the measurement and the blue 
squares are the fit. 
The quality factor is not directly readable of the graph, but is given by the 
fraction between the resonance frequency and the bandwidth the mechanical 
energy:  
 
resfQ f= ∆  
 
where resf  is the resonance frequency and f∆  is defined as the length of the 
frequency interval that spans the resonance frequency and has the two 
endpoints where  
 
( ):
2
resEf E f = . 
 
As one sees from comparing the fitted parameters the values are reasonable, but 
to clarify the parameter ω 0  is the resonance frequency times 2pi . 
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Figure 28 showing the fit of the empty transducer zoomed in on the real part of the measurement to show 
how the capacitance drops after the resonance. The red line is the measurement and the blue squares are 
the fit. 
 
7.6 Establishing the parameters for the model of the liquid filled 
transducer 
From the fitting of the empty transducer, we have the following parameter 
vector: 
free
cl
0
C 44.9450
C 30.4470
5.2178 E5
55.2785Q
p
ω
   
   
   
= =
   ⋅
   
  
 
We now want to reorganize these quantities in order to find the original 
modeling parameters elC ,T , pzC  pzR  and pzL . Our fitting  
The inductance of the piezoceramic is calculated to 3 44.6264pz
kgL
m
= ⋅10  (see the 
table below). Having determined the value of this parameter, we can now isolate 
the expression for the remaining parameters of (m6): 
0 2
0
1 1
pz
pz pz pz
C
L C L
ω
ω
= ⇔ =  
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cl elC C=  
2 fr el
fr el pz
pz
C C
C C T C T
C
−
= + ⇔ =  
1 1pz pz
pz
pz el el
L LQ R
R C Q C= ⇔ =  
In order to use (m13) as fitting-function for the experimental data we must 
determine the values of the remaining parameters. Most of these can be 
considered constants, and the value can be calculated.  
It is important to notice that we will now consider lqL  as function of the height. 
 
Numerical calculations of the parameter values: 
A description of each parameter is given in the table below: 
Parame
ter 
Description Definition Method of obtaining Numerical 
value 
pzL  Intertance of 
sphere ( )2
sphere
sphere
m
A
 
Estimated from 
dimension and weight 
of transducer 
( )
3
24 2
3
4
4, 20442 10
9,533 10
4.6264
kg
m
kg
m
−
−
⋅
⋅
= ⋅10
 
frC  Electrical 
capacitance of 
freely moving 
transducer 
2
el pzC T C+  Fitting parameter to 
data for empty 
transducer 
44.9450nF  
elC :  Electrical 
capacitance of 
clamped 
transducer 
clC  Fitting parameter to 
data for empty 
transducer 
30.4470nF  
0ω  Resonance 
frequency of 
empty 
transducer 
1
pz elL C
 
Fitting parameter to 
data for empty 
transducer 
55.2178 Hz⋅10  
Q  Quality factor 
of resonance 
1 lq
lq lq
L
R C
 
Fitting parameter to 
data for empty 
55.2785  
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of empty 
transducer 
transducer 
pzC  Mechanical 
volume-
capacitance of 
sphere 
2
0
1
pzL ω
 
Calculated from fitted 
parameters 
 
( )lqL h  Inertance of 
liquid in 
aperture and 
tube 
( ) a
a t
h hh
A A
ρ  + 
 
 
Calculated from fitted 
parameters 
 
lqR  Resistance of 
flow through 
the aperture 
Estimated 
value: 
4
8
shear
a
l
r
η
pi
 
Independent fitting 
variable 
 
lqC : Volume-
capacitance of 
liquid 
s sV κ  Calculated from fitted 
parameters and the 
compressibility of the 
measured liquid 
 
lM  Tube 
inertance pr. 
height  
( )
2
t
h
r
ρ
pi
 
Calculated from fitted 
parameters 
 
lC  Tube 
capacitance 
pr. height 
2 3
t
peek w
r
E D
pi4
 
Calculated from fitted 
parameters 
 
( )
m
h T  Height of 
liquid column 
( )2
1
1
2
T
P sT
T
m T dT V
r
α
ρ
pi
∫
 
Independent fitting 
variable 
 
( )hρ  Density of 
liquid as a 
function of 
temperature 
2
s a t
m
V V r hpi+ +
 
Calculated from fitted 
parameters 
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Note that density as well as Inertance of the liquid is written as functions of the 
height, and not temperature. We choose to fit pzR  to get a more precise value, but 
this could essentially be calculated from the estimated formula in the table 
above. The most important part of the fitting is to determine a value for the 
height.  If we manage to get correlated values for the height and the temperature, 
we will be able to estimate a function that passes through these points: 
( ) ( )2
1
1
T
PT
g T V T dTα= ⋅ ∫ . From this estimated function we can use formula (m4) to 
determine an expression for the thermal expansion coefficient as a function of 
temperature, while at the same time measuring the temperature dependent bulk 
modulus of the liquid. 
Fitting of height from data: 
The creep function derived from the network model shall be fitted to the data 
from the measurement by using a program similar to that of the fitting of the 
empty transducer. The program is divided into 4 m-files, that can all be found 
under appendix 11.7. The aim of the program is to determine values for h  and 
lqR  such that the difference between the function values of (m13) and the 
measured data (frequency vs. capacitance) is minimized. In order for the 
program to work, we must come up with initial guesses of the parameter values. 
The program was tested on the height measurement of water, named “p8wh.a”. 
With guesses of respectively 42.4522 10⋅  (found from the calculation below) and 
315 10−⋅ (and approximation for the height, a) for lqR  and h , the program 
produces the following results: 
4
5 3.6196e 10lq
NR
m
= ⋅  
 311 10h m−= ⋅  
lqR -estimate: 
( )
3
5 4
4 2 53
8 3.75 10 1.3 10 2.4522 10
1.5 10
m N N
m mmpi
−
−
−
⋅ ⋅
⋅ = ⋅
⋅ ⋅
 
At first sight these values might seem like plausible results that indicate that the 
fitting program is working properly. Unfortunately this does not seem to be the 
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case, when the data series is plotted along with the graph of the fitted creep 
function: 
 
 
Figure 1 Blue squares represents the data for p8wh.a, while the red line indicates the not so 
successful fitted theoretical creep function. 
If the fit had been successful we would have expected to see the fitting curve (red 
line) capture the tube resonance at around one kHz . Not only is this not the case, 
but the capacitance-level corresponding to frC  and clC  is significantly off and the 
Helmholtz resonance frequency is not visible (this should be incorporated in the 
model). Furthermore then the value of the capacitance around the eigen 
frequency seems to have the wrong sign. The last alarming indicator is that the 
capacitance goes to zero as 0ω → . This should of course go to frC  as the case 
with the empty transducer, since the volume flow is slow enough that liquid can 
flow freely through the aperture. 
So all in all we must inevitably conclude that there most likely is a computational 
or typographical error somewhere – either in the deriving of the creep function 
or in the scripts of the m-files. Note that the parameter results are relatively 
close to the initial guesses. This can either signify that the fitting function 
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actually gives relatively qualified parameter values – or else that the fitting 
algorithm, fminsearch, is not efficient enough to modify the initial guesses within 
the limited amount of computational steps. 
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8.0 Discussion 
This chapter contains a discussion on three topics: 
 
1. The sources of error and uncertainties 
2. A hindsight perspective on the experiments 
3. A perspective on future appliances 
8.1 The sources of error and uncertainties 
Upon measuring the capacitance of the liquid filled transducer our conclusions 
are based on the assumption that the liquid used is pure and thus contains no 
bubbles of air, which has a compressibility far greater than liquid. This however, 
is an assumption, which is very hard to verify, given the non-transparent nature 
of the bulk transducer and the fact that bubbles may be miniscule but abundant.  
 
Related to this is the fact that we used the same transducer for all experiments. 
Emptying the transducer after ending one series of experiments is not trivial. 
Although the sphere was cleansed it is quite possible that remnants of prior 
liquids remained thus contaminating the next liquid by a very small amount. This 
could for instance be an issue when comparing the coefficients of thermal 
compression found in our experiments with table values. 
 
In connection to this it must also be noted that glycerol has a tendency to absorb 
water from the natural occurring water vapour in the air. For a better result, one 
should perform the experiment in a dry-room. 
 
The evaporation of ethanol during the measurements with varying heights was 
clearly an issue. Though the experiments done on this liquid were performed 
relatively fast weighing the mass before and after each experiment, the mass lost 
due to evaporation was still quite significant during the time of measuring. 
Hence we have inserted error bars in the plots related to ethanol and the 
regression fit, which seems very neat but is in fact a bit off. As noted earlier, the 
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evaporation of water and glycerol was significantly slower and would not have 
had a significant effect on our analysis. 
 
Only the experiments aimed at establishing the relation between the thermal 
expansion coefficient and the resonance frequencies were performed using the 
cryostat temperature features. However, since the room temperature may have 
changed slightly during the other experiments, this is a factor worth noting. 
 
As noted by Tina Hecksher the properties of piezoceramics are highly 
temperature dependent and though our temperature span was significantly 
smaller than Tina Hecksher's it could have an influence on the quality of the 
signal. [Hecksher, 2011, p. 66] 
 
The Tube is as mentioned made of PEEK material and this has a temperature- 
AND frequency dependent density. [Carlson et al. 2003] When we consider the 
radius of the tube constant, then this is actually not correct. However, the data at 
hand from the reference stems from measurements with frequencies much 
higher than the ones we are dealing with, thus the actual deviation is not easily 
found. 
 
Finally, the piezoceramics used in the transducer have a relaxation time far 
greater than what we allowed for. The effect of this is a slight change in 
capacitance in the time span of our experiments.  
 
As goes for uncertainties, the mass of the liquid was weighed on a high precision 
weight. However, given the relatively small changes of mass even higher 
precision would certainly benefit our conclusions. 
 
The equipment used to trigger the frequencies and to measure the capacitance 
has an inherent uncertainty too. In combination with the piezoceramical 
uncertainties this enhances the noise in the data, ultimately yielding a less 
perfect data set for our curve regressions.  
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8.2 A hindsight perspective on the experiment 
In hindsight there are a few things that could favourably be modified regarding 
the experimental setup.  
 
First, a standard procedure for getting rid of bubbles could have been developed. 
There are several other methods that could have been used but as one example 
we used a vacuum chamber a few times when noticeable bubbles had formed but 
this could more easily have been done with every experiment.  
 
Had we had more time we could have taken the relaxation time of the 
piezoceramics into consideration thus yielding more comparable data for each 
experiments. Also we could have used the features of the cryostat to keep the 
temperature constant in every experiment. These modification, however would 
only address minor details. After all, the experiments were quite satisfying.  
 
More interesting one could make a new transducer consisting of a disc shaped 
"piezoceramic capacitor" at the bottom end of a tube, thus eliminating the entire 
sphere of the bulk transducer. This, of course would clear any effect on the 
resonance frequencies under scrutiny from external sources. Instead we had a 
small tube made with the inner radius equal to ra  and outer radius equal to rt  in 
order to fit the transducer tube neatly. However, as mentioned the transducer 
broke before we were able to put it to use. 
 
The breaking of the transducer had immediate impact on the use of the film on 
the nozzle too. Had we come up with this idea from the start more accurate data 
could have been achieved. 
 
It would have been very good with an experienced Matlab-user in the group. 
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8.3 A hindsight perspective on the project theory and modelling 
It is safe to say that the modelling of the resonance frequencies under scrutiny 
and the Helmholtz frequency was a process of learning. Many assumptions were 
cast aside and much had to be rethought.  
 
A completely different approach to modelling the tube resonance, would be to 
develop the model on a different assumption that the radial deformation of the 
tube. One could for example imagine that the tube would due to slight imperfect 
radial symmetry actually deform in an elliptical form if seen from above. We did 
actually investigate the possibility doing the modelling this way, but found that 
the necessary mathematics would be significantly more complicated. 
 
8.4 A perspective on future appliances 
A main focus of this project was to model the liquid filled transducer 
incorporating the resonance frequencies under scrutiny. Though the model itself 
may not be complete the foundations for a better fit has been laid. This, in turn 
should yield a better basis for the examination of the bulk modulus of liquids in 
future experiments using the bulk transducers.  
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9.0 Conclusion 
We have investigated the possibility that the resonance around 10 kHz in the 
bulk transducer could be caused by a radial standing wave in the tube. During 
the investigation of this potential solution we found several indicators, that a 
radial standing wave might not be sufficient to explain the phenomena 
sufficiently.  
 
This is based on the fact that the relationship between the height of the liquid 
column and the frequency of the resonance should be expected inverse 
proportional, if the phenomena should correspond to the model – however the 
observed relation rather seems to be linear.  
 
We have, however suggested a new model of the transducer to incorporate the 
temperature and height dependent Helmholtz frequency as well as the 
resonance under scrutiny. It can in theory be used to model the change in 
frequency. Perhaps more interesting it could be used in reversal: to use the 
change in the resonance to determine the thermal expansion coefficient. This 
model needs now to be tested and refined with a better fit, and when optimized 
the model can produce the height of the liquid column ( )h T , which in turn would 
give the volume as a function of the temperature for a series of experiments. This 
would yield a function g(T ) = α p dT ⋅V1
T1
T2
∫  whose slope would equal the thermal 
expansion coefficient: 
 
 
( ) ( )( )1 2TP s amdT h T r VdT m
ρ
α pi += ⋅ +  
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11.0 Appendix 
11.1 Glossary 
- Bulk Modulus: a measure of a substance's resistance to uniform 
compression formally defined as K = −V dPdV , where V is volume and P  is 
pressure. Please refer to 11.3.5 for further details. 
 
- Displacement field: an assignment of displacement vectors specifying the 
position of a particle relative to a previous position. 
 
- Effort: a term used in the Energy Bond Formalism* as the conjugated 
variable for generalized voltage drop or equivalent. In this project we use 
the term for a generalized pressure. 
 
- Flow: a term used in the Energy Bond Formalism as the conjugated 
variable for generalized current equivalent. In this project we use the 
term for a generalized volume flow. 
 
- Energy Bond Formalism: a formalised method of describing energy 
change between different systems. The transferred energy per time 
dE
dt
should be given by the product of the two variable effort and flow. 
 
- Impedance: the complex resistance to an alternating current. 
 
- Inertance: a measure of the pressure gradient in a fluid that is needed to 
make a change in the flow-rate with time. In this project the term is used 
as a generalized mass with the units M[ ]= kg ⋅ m−4  
 
- Interferometry: a technique involving the superimposing of 
electromagnetic waves to extract information of the waves and indirectly 
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by what they have encountered. It has found very wide use in most of 
science.  
 
- Longitudinal waves: waves that have the same direction of vibration as 
the direction the travel. 
 
- Piezoelectricity: meaning electricity resulting from pressure. In our case 
the charge that builds up in a ceramic in response to mechanical stress. 
This process is reversible in nature. 
 
- Transducer: a device that converts one kind of energy to another, in this 
case going from electrical to mechanical energy. Usually the word implies 
the use of a detector as well, in our case we measure the capacitance of 
the transducer. 
 
- Viscosity: a measure of the resistance of a fluid under tensile stress or 
shear stress.  
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11.2 List of symbols 
Main Symbol Meaning Remarks 
Y  Admittance  
Z  Impedance  
C  Capacitance  
R  Resistance  
T  Temperature It will be clear out of context when T  means 
temperature 
T  Transformer constant It will be clear out of context when T  means transformer 
constant 
m  Mass  
M  Inertance  
ω  Angular frequency ω = 2pi f  
f  Frequency  
B  Coefficient  
A  Coefficient  
ρ  Density  
r  Radius  
U  Voltage  
I  Current  
Q  Quality It will be clear out of context when Q  means quality 
Q  Charge It will be clear out of context when Q  means charge 
J  Creep function  
h  Height of liquid column  
V  Volume  
k  Coefficient k = −ω 2M lCl  
K  Arbitrary constant  
E  Young's modulus  
α p  Expansion coefficient  
D  Displacement field It will be clear out of context when D  means 
Displacement field 
D  Thickness It will be clear out of context when D  means thickness 
σ  Stress  
s  Elasticity constant  
ε  Dielectric constant  
Subscripts   
lq  liquid  
t  tube  
s  sphere  
pz  piezo  
a  aperture It will be clear from context when a stands for aperture 
el  electrical  
w  water  
g  glycerol  
e  ethanol  
W  Wall  
res  resonance  
, , ,a b c d  index of column height It will be clear from context when it is an index 
l  per length unit  
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11.3 Additional theory 
The theory introduced here is textbook physics on continuous matter, which is 
relevant to understanding the basic ideas behind the mechanism of the bulk 
transducer and the movements of the tube when resonating.  
11.3.1 Stress 
In this chapter the concept of stress and the stress tensor is explained in a general 
way. It allows for an understanding of how the transducer can transform electrical 
energy to mechanical energy and for the liquid to exert stress on the wall of the 
tube. 
 
Shear stress is measured in the same unit as pressure, which is given in Pascal’s. 
A shear stress arises whenever an arbitrary external force is applied to a 
continuous matter. The stress created in the substance is both external and 
internal. If we are considering a shear force such as the kinetic friction force 
between an arbitrary body and a surface, then the stress acting between the 
body and the surface is said to be external, and the stress created inside the body 
due to this force is said to be internal. 
Fluids and solids react differently to stress. Fluids tend to flow while solids start 
deforming. In this project we are focussing on the stress in a solid, and as 
mentioned, when a force is applied to a body, the body undergoes both external 
stress and internal stress. In general the definitions of these stresses are 
[Lautrup, 2005]: 
 
External stress: the stress that is created between the body and the environment. 
Internal stress: the distribution of stress (internal) in the body itself. 
 
This distribution of the stress depends on the shape of the body, the material and 
other macroscopic quantities. The internal stress created in a body with relative 
simple geometry is usually fairly easy to determine. However when the geometry 
of the body gets more complex it becomes difficult to determine, but the average 
internal stress created can usually be estimated.  
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Tensile strength: a body undergoing stresses may break, depending on the 
magnitude of the force, and the distribution of the stress. The maximal pull a 
material can withstands without breaking is called the tensile strength of the 
material. Similarly the stress at which elastic materials, such as iron, loses its 
elasticity is called the yield stress. [Smith, 1990] 
 
When looking at an arbitrary body there are many directions in which stress can 
be applied. In order to describe the shear stress created in a body, one must  
therefore introduce a tensor. This is called the stress tensor and was first 
introduced by Cauchy in 1822. 
11.3.2 Cauchy's stress hypothesis 
It is quite clear that in a given point in a body the shear force can be applied in 
the three dimensions, either the x, y or z direction. If we denote a small surface 
dS then it should also be clear that it can have three orientations given by its 
normal vector in the direction x, y and z. Therefore we need at least nine 
numbers to indicate the state of stress at a given point in the body. 
Cauchy’s hypothesis states that the force ( , , )x y zdF dF dF dF=  on a surface 
element ( , , )x y zdS dS dS dS=  
Is given by: 
x xx x xy y xz z
y yx x yy y yz z
z zx x zy y zz z
dF dS dS dS
dF dS dS dS
dF dS dS dS
σ σ σ
σ σ σ
σ σ σ
= + +
= + +
= + +
 
Or written on matrix form: 
x xx xy xy x
y yx yy yz y
y zx zy zz z
dF dS
dF ds
dF dS
σ σ σ
σ σ σ
σ σ σ
    
    
=    
        
 
Or even shorter notation 
dF dSσ= ⋅  
Where σ is called the stress tensor field. 
All together this could also be written as a geometric object, which is called the 
stress tensor[Lautrup, 2005]:  
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i ij j
i
dF dSσ=∑  
This is very useful in describing the stress applied to a body through a shear 
force. 
11.3.3 Strain 
The strain tensor is introduced as a natural response to stress. It allows for an 
understanding of the elasticity of the transducer sphere and of the tube wall. 
 
When stress is applied on an arbitrary body it starts to deform. Depending on the 
material of the body, it will react in different ways. Elastic materials such as 
metal will go back to its equilibrium as the force is removed (thus it has been 
undergoing displacement), unless the force is at such a magnitude that it 
destroys the metal’s elastic ability, which happens at a certain deformation or 
strain as we may call it, depending on the metal, the so called yield stress point. 
In order to describe such deformations (strains), caused by a stress, in any 
continuous matter one must introduce a new tensor, the so-called strain tensor. 
The strain tensor describes the state of local deformation in a material. It also 
holds information about the geometric changes in the displacement. 
11.3.3.1 Strain tensor 
The strain tensor for small displacement gradients can be mathematically 
written as: 
1 ( )
2
:
1 ( )
2
ij i j j i
j i
ij
i j
u u u
or
u u
u
a a
= ∇ + ∇
∂ ∂
= +
∂ ∂
 
Where u is a tensor and { }, ,ia x y z=  
j
i
u
a
∂
∂
 means the differentiation of the j’th element in the vector u with respect to 
the i’th direction. 
Note that because of symmetry of the strain tensor: ij jiu u=  
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It should also be noted from the strain tensor, that the diagonal elements in the 
tensor is given by [Lautrup, 2005]: 
xx x xu u= ∇ , yy y yu u= ∇  and zz z zu u= ∇  
And because of the symmetry the others are given by [Lautrup, 2005]: 
1 ( )
2
1 ( )
2
1 ( )
2
xy yx x y y x
yz zy y z z y
zx xz z x x z
u u u u
u u u u
u u u u
= = ∇ + ∇
= = ∇ + ∇
= = ∇ + ∇
 
Thus one may write Cauchy’s strain tensor as: 
1 1( ) ( )
2 2
1 1( ) ( )
2 2
1 1( ) ( )
2 2
x x x y y x z x x z
x y y x y y y z z y
z x x z y z z y z z
u u u u u
u u u u u u
u u u u u
 ∇ ∇ + ∇ ∇ + ∇ 
 
 
= ∇ + ∇ ∇ ∇ + ∇
 
 
 ∇ + ∇ ∇ + ∇ ∇ 
 
 
11.3.4 Young's modulus 
The purpose in this chapter is to get the reader confident with the concept of 
Young’s modulus. It is the mathematical description needed to understand an 
object's tendency to deform elastically, in our case the transducer shell and the 
tube. 
 
In order to describe what Young’s modulus is, let us consider a metal rod. When 
applying a force to the rod, the rod starts to deform depending on the magnitude 
of the force and the original length of the rod. The connection between the force 
over a cross section (stress) and the deformation (strain) of the rod is given by 
Hook’s law [Callister, 1990]: 
Eσ ε= ⋅  
Where 
σ is the stress in Pascal 
ε is the strain, unit less 
E is Young’s modulus 
By using:  
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L
L
ε
∆
=
 
Where L is the original length.
 
The stress becomes: 
LE
L
σ
∆
= ⋅  
By using the above definition Young’s modulus, and that stress equal’s force pr. 
area for a metal rod, is given by [Callister, 1990]: 
L F LE
L A L
σ σ
ε
⋅ ⋅
= = =
∆ ⋅ ∆
 
Or in general: 
StressE
Strain
=
 
 
Figure 29 The figure shows how a metal rod acts when some stress is applied. First it follows a straight line. 
But when a certain amount of force is applied the metal rod reaches a plastic state. This point is called the 
yield strength. From there on it almost follows an exponential function until it reaches the ultimate strength. 
From there on as more stress is applied it reaches the fracture point or the so called tensile strength. 
[Stress/strain figure] 
In order to get a more intuitive idea of Young’s modulus let us consider the metal 
rod again. By the definition above Young’s modulus is the slope of the 
stress/strain graph. However at a certain stress specifically, the yield stress 
point, the metal rod loses its elasticity and deforms plastically, and at that point 
Young’s modulus is no longer the slope of the graph. As more stress is applied to 
the metal rod it will reach its maximum strength or as states on the graph the 
ultimate strength point. Further on the rod loses strength until the tensile 
strength is achieved and the rod fractures.  This behavior is showed by plotting 
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the stress versus strain graph for the metal rod see Figure 29. It should be noted 
that this graph is looking similar for all metals however the values is of course 
depending on the metal itself. The fracture point depends on the material 
properties, as mentioned further up it’s the so-called tensile strength. [Callister, 
1990] 
11.3.5 Bulk modulus 
The purpose in this chapter is to get the reader confident with the concept bulk 
modulus. The bulk modulus tells of an object's or substance's resistance to uniform 
compression and this in turn is need as a basis for understanding the forces or 
stresses on the liquid inside the transducer and the tube. 
When compressing a fluid with a high pressure, the fluid starts to compress. The 
compressibility of a certain fluid is characterized by its bulk modulus. The bulk 
modulus is given in the unit Pascal’s and is defined in general as the following 
[Munson et al., 2009]: 
 
K = −V dP
dV
 
Where: 
dP  is the differential change in pressure 
dV  is the differential change in volume 
V  is the initial volume of the fluid 
The situation can be sketched as following: 
 
Figure 30 The figure shows how a cube can contract if there is a equal amount of force applied on each of 
the six sides. [Bulk modulus figure] 
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It should be noted that in order to specify the bulk modulus one must specify 
how the temperature varies during the compressing. It can either be an 
isothermal compression or isentropic (adiabatic + quasistatic) compression: 
 
KT = −V
∂P
∂V



 T
 (Isothermal) 
And 
 
KS = −V
∂P
∂V



 S
 (Isentropic) 
A large bulk modulus means that the fluid is relatively incompressible and hence 
the inverse of the bulk modulus gives the compressibility of a fluid. 
Thus the compressibility of a fluid is defined as (again isothermal and isentropic)  
 
KS = −
1
V
∂V
∂P



 T
 
And 
 
KS = −
1
V
∂V
∂P



 S
 
The inverse of the bulk modulus is the compressibility κ . 
11.3.6 Piezoelectric material 
Piezoelectric materials have - as written - the remarkable property of 
accumulating charge when subdued to stress and vice versa. Here we will consider 
the displacement field in the mechanically free system or in the clamped system. It 
is needed to understand how the transducer works under and above the Helmholtz 
resonance.  
 
The strain and displacement field for a piezoelectric material is given by:  
 
ϕ
D





 =
s d
d ε free








σ
E





 (1)
 
 
Where d  is the piezoelectric constant, s  is the elasticity constant, E  is the 
electric field, D  is the displacement field*, ϕ  is the strain, σ is the stress and freeε  
is the effective dielectric constant. 
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Mechanically free media: 
If it is a mechanically free medium then σ = 0. Hence by using equation (1) the 
displacement field is equal to: 
 
mech freeD Eε= ⋅
 
 
Clamped system: 
At high frequencies the system gets clamped which means that the strain equal 
zero, hence the system doesn’t stretch/deform. By using equation (1) and 
assuming that the system is clamped we get another displacement field:  
 
( 0) :clamped U =  
 
0 = s ⋅σ + d ⋅ E ⇒σ = − d
s
E  
Using this in (1), the displacement field is given by 
 
D
clamped = d ⋅σ + ε free ⋅ E = ε free −
d 2
s




⋅ E  
If denoting  
2
free clamped
d
s
ε ε
 
− = 
 
 
We get: 
 
 
D
clamped = ε clamped ⋅ E  
 
Noticing that  
clamped freeε ε<  
 
Hence the displacement field of the clamped system is smaller than the 
displacement field of the mechanically free system, thus:  
clamped mechD D<  
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11.4 Matlab commands 
The commands written in Matlab can seem a bit confusing to someone who does 
not know the program. Thus, we bring a few examples of commands used in our 
experiments. In general the different measurements are stored under names 
according to the system below: 
 
[NameOfTransducer-TypeOfLiqiud-
TypeOfMeasurement.#Measurement.InputParameter-Scale] 
 
Where the “-“ should not be written, when typing the name of the measurement. 
Examples: 
 
[p8h.a.clin2, p8h.a.flin2] = measure_c_lcr_lin(1.e2, 1.e5, 1000) 
This initiated the measurement of the capacitance of ethanol where "a" means 
that the transducer tube was filled to the maximum; "p8h" means we measured 
different heights of ethanol. "clin2" means that the capacitance should be the y-
axis while "flin2" means the frequency should be at the x-axis and the "2" is our 
way to differ between the two linear measurements.  
 
"measure_c_lcr" means that the LCR Meter measured the capacitance; the final 
command "lin(1.e2, 1.e5, 1000)" means that the capacitance was to be measured 
linearly from 102 Hz to 105 with a 1000 points. We made 4 heights a, b, c and d, 
where "a" signified the maximum and "d" was the minimal height, just above the 
hole in the transducer tube.  
 
When we measured for water it was called p8wh and for glycerol it was p8gh. 
The second measurement was: 
 
[p8h.a.clin1, p8h.a.flin1] = measure_c_lcr_lin(1.e4, 1.e6, 1000) 
This command is the same as the last, only containing a new name and at a new 
frequency. The last command: 
[p8h.a.c, p8h.a.f] = measure_c_multi_lcr(0,1, 1.e6) 
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Here we are not doing a linear measurement and therefore we only use "c" and 
"f". Here we use both of the LCR meters because we have a wider range of Hz and 
the precision LCR meter does not go below 20 Hz. This is the 
"measure_c_multi_lcr" that tells Matlab to use both LCR meters. Here we are not 
using 1000 points, but just let the meter decide. This is also the only command 
which has to be plotted with a logarithm x-axis. 
 
When we plot the graphs we use the figure function in Matlab. For the linear 
functions we use: 
 
Figure; subplot(211); plot(p8h.a.flin2, real(p8h.a.clin2*1.e9),'.b') 
Here we plot the ethanol "a" measurement. "subplot(211)" means that the figure 
only will fill half of the window which is made by Matlab. We write "real" 
because we want to plot the real part of the data. We multiply by "1.e9" because 
we want to plot nanofarad '.b' means that we want the graph to be plotted with 
dots and with the color blue.  
 
Subplot(212); plot(p8h.a.flin2, -imag(p8h.a.clin2*1.e9),'.b') 
Here we use the same window as the other figure, because we didn't start with 
"figure", but we only use the bottom part which is done by writing 
"subplot(212)". "-imag" means that we plot the imaginary data and we write – in 
front of it because the data is negative so by doing this we get positive numbers.  
 
The last command we use is: 
Figure; subplot(211); plot(log10(p8gh.a3.f), real(p8gh.a3.c*1.e9),'b') 
This is how we plot the whole scan from 0,1Hz to 1MHz. We have to use 
logarithm because that is how the data was measured. 
 
In order to find the most precise frequency for the resonance maximum we use a 
fitting command in Matlab, which fits a second order polynomium to the given 
set of data. First one has to give Matlab the set of data for the x and y-axis. 
 
xea=p8h.a.flin2(112:114) 
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yea=p8h.a.clin2(112:114) 
 
More specifically, this is the data for ethanol at height a. At the x-axis one has the 
frequency ranging from 11200 to 11400 Hz, and the corresponding capacitances 
are at the y-axis. With this information and the polyfit command Matlab could 
give us the best fit for a second order polynomium. 
pea=polyfit(xea,yea,2) 
 
In other words, Matlab takes the coordinates from the x and y-axis and fits it to a 
second order polynomium. The result matlab gives is: 
 
5.8990e-014 +3.6460e-013i -1.3626e-009 -8.2462e-009i  7.9074e-006 +4.6621e-
005i 
 
This yields the data for both the real part and the imaginary part. When we try to 
find the maximum we only use the imaginary part and thus get an expression 
that looks like: 
 ( ) 13 2 9 53.6460 10 8.2462 10 4.6621 10p x i x i x i− − −= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅  
To find the maximum we differentiate, set this equal to zero and solves for x. 
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11.5 Data 
11.5.1 Empty transducer 
 
Figure 31 The figure shows the capacitance measurement of an empty transducer subdued to varying 
frequencies. Figure 31.a shows the real part of the measurement and Figure 31.b shows the imaginary part. 
The big resonance is the eigen frequency of the transducer. The others are overtones of this or just noise. 
The only peaks you can see on Figure 31 are the eigen frequency and its much 
smaller harmonics of the bulk transducer. 
11.5.2 Height measurements 
11.5.2.1 Ethanol 
We have collected all the heights in one figure to make it easier to see how the 
frequency changes. 
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Figure 32 The figure shows the measurements with ethanol at different heights in the transducer, running 
from a (blue) depicting a high liquid column to d (magenta) depicting a low liquid column. Figure 32a is the 
real part of the measurement and Figure 32b is the imaginary part. The peaks that are presented are the 
ones we are investigating for every height. As the volume gets lower the frequency at which the peak occurs 
rises. With c and d one can see more than one peak. This could be bubbles or other kind of noise. 
In Figure 32 one can see how the frequency gets higher the less liquid there is in 
the tube. From these peaks we can calculate where the resonance frequency is by 
using the points right around the maximum fitting with a second order 
polynomial. We use the data from the imaginary part to make the calculations. 
The first resonance frequency was found as shown here: 
pea xea( ) 3.6460i 10 13−×( ) xea2⋅ 8.2462i− 10 9−⋅( ) xea⋅+ 4.6621i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xea
pea xea( )dd 7.292e-13i( ) xea⋅ 8.2462e-9i( )−→
0 7.292e-13i( ) xea⋅ 8.2462e-9i( )− solve xea, 11308.557323093801426→
xea 11308.557323093801426:=
 
Measurement b: 
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peb xeb( ) 1.4266i 10 13−×( ) xeb2⋅ 3.7482i− 10 9−⋅( ) xeb⋅+ 2.4615i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xeb
peb xeb( )dd 2.8532e-13i( ) xeb⋅ 3.7482e-9i( )−→
0 2.8532e-13i( ) xeb⋅ 3.7482e-9i( )− solve xeb, 13136.828823776812001→
xeb 13136.828823776812001:=
 
Measurement c: 
pec xec( ) 1.3418i 10 13−×( ) xec2⋅ 4.0147i− 10 9−⋅( ) xec⋅+ 3.0024i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xec
pec xec( )dd 2.6836e-13i( ) xec⋅ 4.0147e-9i( )−→
0 2.6836e-13i( ) xec⋅ 4.0147e-9i( )− solve xec, 14960.128186018780742→
xec 14960.128186018780742:=
 
Measurement d: 
ped xed( ) 1.6309i 10 14−×( ) xed2⋅ 5.8418i− 10 10−⋅( ) xed⋅+ 5.2295i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xed
ped xed( )dd 3.2618e-14i( ) xed⋅ 5.8418e-10i( )−→
0 3.2618e-14i( ) xed⋅ 5.8418e-10i( )− solve xed, 17909.743086639278926→
xed 17909.743086639278926:=
 
We have used Mathcad for the calculations and we used a fit function in matlab 
to get the expression for the polynomial. 
 
11.5.2.2 Water 
As with ethanol we have collected all the measurements related to water in one 
figure to make it easier to see how the frequency changes with the liquid column 
height. 
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Figure 33 The figure shows the measurements with water at different heights in the transducer, running 
from a (blue) depicting a high liquid column to d (magenta) depicting a low liquid column. Figure 33.a is the 
real part of the measurement and Figure 33.b is the imaginary part. Again the peaks show the frequencies 
under scrutiny. With d one can see that the peak is divided into two peaks. This again could be bubbles or 
other kind of noise. 
In Figure 33 one again sees how the liquid column height determines the 
resonance frequencies. The first resonance frequency was calculated as shown 
here: 
pwa xwa( ) 1.6047i 10 13−×( ) xwa2⋅ 2.9246i− 10 9−⋅( ) xwa⋅+ 1.3313i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xwa
pwa xwa( )dd 3.2094e-13i( ) xwa⋅ 2.9246e-9i( )−→
0 3.2094e-13i( ) xwa⋅ 2.9246e-9i( )− solve xwa, 9112.6067177665607279→
xwa 9112.6067177665607279:=
−
 
Measurement b: 
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pwb xwb( ) 8.3946i 10 14−×( ) xwb2⋅ 1.8422i− 10 9−⋅( ) xwb⋅+ 1.0099i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xwb
pwb xwb( )dd 1.67892e-13i( ) xwb⋅ 1.8422e-9i( )−→
0 1.67892e-13i( ) xwb⋅ 1.8422e-9i( )− solve xwb, 10972.529959736020775→
xwb 10972.529959736020775:=
−
 
Measurement c: 
pwc xwc( ) 1.9699i 10 14−×( ) xwc2⋅ 4.9589i− 10 10−⋅( ) xwc⋅+ 3.1166i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xwc
pwc xwc( )dd 3.9398e-14i( ) xwc⋅ 4.9589e-10i( )−→
0 3.9398e-14i( ) xwc⋅ 4.9589e-10i( )− solve xwc, 12586.679526879537032→
xwc 12586.679526879537032:=
−
 
Measurement d: 
pwd xwd( ) 6.3558i 10 15−×( ) xwd2⋅ 1.8654i− 10 10−⋅( ) xwd⋅+ 1.3667i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xwd
pwd xwd( )dd 1.27116e-14i( ) xwd⋅ 1.8654e-10i( )−→
0 1.27116e-14i( ) xwd⋅ 1.8654e-10i( )− solve xwd, 14674.785235532899084→
xwd 14674.785235532899084:=
 
11.5.2.3 Glycerol 
Once again we have collected all the heights in one figure to make it easier to see 
how the frequency changes. 
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Figure 34 The figure shows the measurements with glycerol at different heights in the transducer, running 
from a (blue) depicting a high liquid column to d (cyan) depicting a low liquid column. Figure 34.a is the real 
part of the measurement and Figure 34.b is the imaginary part. The peaks that are presented are the one we 
are investigating for every height. As the volume gets lower the frequency at which the peak occurs rises. 
With c and d one can see more than one peak. This could be bubbles or other kind of noise. 
In Figure 34 we see the same pattern for various liquid column heights using 
glycerol. However, on one measurement c (magenta) there appeared a bump on 
the way to the peak. This bump will be discussed later on. The first resonance 
frequency was calculated like shown here: 
pga xga( ) 6.1526i 10 14−×( ) xga2⋅ 1.1222i− 10 9−⋅( ) xga⋅+ 5.1073i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xga
pga xga( )dd 1.23052e-13i( ) xga⋅ 1.1222e-9i( )−→
0 1.23052e-13i( ) xga⋅ 1.1222e-9i( )− solve xga, 9119.7217436530897507→
xga 9119.7217436530897507:=
 
Measurement b1: 
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pgb1 xgb1( ) 1.5962i 10 14−×( ) xgb12⋅ 3.4856i− 10 10−⋅( ) xgb1⋅+ 1.8974i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xgb1
pgb1 xgb1( )dd 3.1924e-14i( ) xgb1⋅ 3.4856e-10i( )−→
0 3.1924e-14i( ) xgb1⋅ 3.4856e-10i( )− solve xgb1, 10918.431274276406465→
xgb1 10918.431274276406465:=
 
Measurement b2: 
pgb2 xgb2( ) 1.3440i 10 14−×( ) xgb22⋅ 3.4279i− 10 10−⋅( ) xgb2⋅+ 2.1808i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xgb2
pgb2 xgb2( )dd 2.688e-14i( ) xgb2⋅ 3.4279e-10i( )−→
0 2.688e-14i( ) xgb2⋅ 3.4279e-10i( )− solve xgb2, 12752.604166666666667→
xgb2 12752.604166666666667:=
 
Measurement c: 
pgc xgc( ) 1.5821i 10 14−×( ) xgc2⋅ 4.5959i− 10 10−⋅( ) xgc⋅+ 3.3339i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xgc
pgc xgc( )dd 3.1642e-14i( ) xgc⋅ 4.5959e-10i( )−→
0 3.1642e-14i( ) xgc⋅ 4.5959e-10i( )− solve xgc, 14524.682384172934707→
xgc 14524.682384172934707:=
 
Measurement d: 
pgd xgd( ) 4.2405i 10 15−×( ) xgd2⋅ 1.4499i− 10 10−⋅( ) xgd⋅+ 1.2372i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xgd
pgd xgd( )dd 8.481e-15i( ) xgd⋅ 1.4499e-10i( )−→
0 8.481e-15i( ) xgd⋅ 1.4499e-10i( )− solve xgd, 17095.861337106473293→
xgd 17095.861337106473293:=
 
11.5.3 Temperature measurements 
11.5.3.1 Water 
We have collected all the data in one figure so one can see how the frequency 
changes with temperature. 
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Figure 35 The figure shows the measurements with water at different temperatures in the transducer 
spanning from 297 K to 275 K. Figure 35.a shows the real part of the measurement and Figure 35.b shows 
the imaginary part. The peaks that are presented are the ones we are investigating for the temperatures for 
which we ran a measurement. As the temperature gets lower the frequency at which the peak occurs rises. 
One can see in Figure 35 that the frequency gets higher as the temperature gets 
lower. With these measurements we covered the nozzle of the transducer with 
film to stop the water from evaporating. The first resonance frequency, 297 K, 
was calculated like shown here: 
pw297 xw297( ) 1.3519i 10 13−×( ) xw2972⋅ 3.4880i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw297⋅+ 2.2489i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw297
pw297 xw297( )dd 2.7038e-13i( ) xw297⋅ 3.488e-9i( )−→
0 2.7038e-13i( ) xw297⋅ 3.488e-9i( )− solve xw297, 12900.362452844145277→
xw297 12900.362452844145277:=
 
Measurement with 293 K: 
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pw293 xw293( ) 2.3321i 10 13−×( ) xw2932⋅ 6.0743i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw293⋅+ 3.9544i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw293
pw293 xw293( )dd 4.6642e-13i( ) xw293⋅ 6.0743e-9i( )−→
0 4.6642e-13i( ) xw293⋅ 6.0743e-9i( )− solve xw293, 13023.240855880965653→
xw293 13023.240855880965653:=
 
Measurement with 289 K: 
pw289 xw289( ) 2.3132i 10 13−×( ) xw2892⋅ 6.0708i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw289⋅+ 3.9822i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw289
pw289 xw289( )dd 4.6264e-13i( ) xw289⋅ 6.0708e-9i( )−→
0 4.6264e-13i( ) xw289⋅ 6.0708e-9i( )− solve xw289, 13122.081964378350337→
xw289 13122.081964378350337:=
 
Measurement with 285 K: 
pw285 xw285( ) 9.8988i 10 14−×( ) xw2852⋅ 2.6158i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw285⋅+ 1.7273i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw285
pw285 xw285( )dd 1.97976e-13i( ) xw285⋅ 2.6158e-9i( )−→
0 1.97976e-13i( ) xw285⋅ 2.6158e-9i( )− solve xw285, 13212.712652038630945→
xw285 13212.712652038630945:=
 
Measurement with 281 K: 
pw281 xw281( ) 1.7909i 10 13−×( ) xw2812⋅ 4.7606i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw281⋅+ 3.1629i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw281
pw281 xw281( )dd 3.5818e-13i( ) xw281⋅ 4.7606e-9i( )−→
0 3.5818e-13i( ) xw281⋅ 4.7606e-9i( )− solve xw281, 13291.082695851247976→
xw281 13291.082695851247976:=
 
Measurement with 279 K: 
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pw279 xw279( ) 8.1957i 10 14−×( ) xw2792⋅ 2.1821i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw279⋅+ 1.4517i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw279
pw279 xw279( )dd 1.63914e-13i( ) xw279⋅ 2.1821e-9i( )−→
0 1.63914e-13i( ) xw279⋅ 2.1821e-9i( )− solve xw279, 13312.468733604207084→
xw279 13312.468733604207084:=
 
Measurement with 278 K: 
pw278 xw278( ) 7.7434i 10 14−×( ) xw2782⋅ 2.0632i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw278⋅+ 1.3736i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw278
pw278 xw278( )dd 1.54868e-13i( ) xw278⋅ 2.0632e-9i( )−→
0 1.54868e-13i( ) xw278⋅ 2.0632e-9i( )− solve xw278, 13322.313195753803239→
xw278 13322.313195753803239:=
 
Measurement with 277 K: 
pw277 xw277( ) 7.3514i 10 14−×( ) xw2772⋅ 1.9600i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw277⋅+ 1.3058i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw277
pw277 xw277( )dd 1.47028e-13i( ) xw277⋅ 1.96e-9i( )−→
0 1.47028e-13i( ) xw277⋅ 1.96e-9i( )− solve xw277, 13330.794134450580842→
xw277 13330.794134450580842:=
 
Measurement with 276 K: 
pw276 xw276( ) 1.1187i 10 13−×( ) xw2762⋅ 2.9871i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw276⋅+ 1.9933i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw276
pw276 xw276( )dd 2.2374e-13i( ) xw276⋅ 2.9871e-9i( )−→
0 2.2374e-13i( ) xw276⋅ 2.9871e-9i( )− solve xw276, 13350.764279967819791→
xw276 13350.764279967819791:=
 
Measurement with 275 K: 
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pw275 xw275( ) 1.1119i 10 13−×( ) xw2752⋅ 2.9700i− 10 9−⋅( ) xw275⋅+ 1.9825i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xw275
pw275 xw275( )dd 2.2238e-13i( ) xw275⋅ 2.97e-9i( )−→
0 2.2238e-13i( ) xw275⋅ 2.97e-9i( )− solve xw275, 13355.517582516413347→
xw275 13355.517582516413347:=  
11.5.3.2 Glycerol 
 
We have collected all the data in one figure so one can see how the frequency 
changes with temperature. 
 
 
Figure 36 The figure shows the measurements with glycerol at different temperatures in the transducer 
spanning from 333 K to 288 K. Figure 36.a shows the real part of the measurement and Figure 36.b shows 
the imaginary part. The peaks that are presented are the one we are investigating for the temperatures for 
which we ran a measurement. As the temperature gets lower the frequency at which the peak occurs rises 
and as temperature gets higher the frequency at which the peak occurs lessens. 
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As with ethanol we see in Figure 36 that the frequency gets higher as the 
temperature gets lower, again corresponding to negative thermal expansion, but 
this time we also see how the frequency drops as the temperature rises. The first 
resonance frequency, 298 K, was calculated like shown here: 
pg298 xg298( ) 1.9037i 10 14−×( ) xg2982⋅ 4.2022i− 10 10−⋅( ) xg298⋅+ 2.3133i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xg298
pg298 xg298( )dd 3.8074e-14i( ) xg298⋅ 4.2022e-10i( )−→
0 3.8074e-14i( ) xg298⋅ 4.2022e-10i( )− solve xg298, 11036.928087408730367→
xg298 11036.928087408730367:=
 
Measurement with 293 K: 
pg293 xg293( ) 1.2849i 10 14−×( ) xg2932⋅ 2.9212i− 10 10−⋅( ) xg293⋅+ 1.6555i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xg293
pg293 xg293( )dd 2.5698e-14i( ) xg293⋅ 2.9212e-10i( )−→
0 2.5698e-14i( ) xg293⋅ 2.9212e-10i( )− solve xg293, 11367.421589228733754→
xg293 11367.421589228733754:=
 
Measurement with 288 K: 
pg288 xg288( ) 1.1388i 10 14−×( ) xg2882⋅ 2.6491i− 10 10−⋅( ) xg288⋅+ 1.5364i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xg288
pg288 xg288( )dd 2.2776e-14i( ) xg288⋅ 2.6491e-10i( )−→
0 2.2776e-14i( ) xg288⋅ 2.6491e-10i( )− solve xg288, 11631.102915349490692→
xg288 11631.102915349490692:=
 
Measurement with 303 K: 
pg303 xg303( ) 3.3668i 10 14−×( ) xg3032⋅ 7.2458i− 10 10−⋅( ) xg303⋅+ 3.8918i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xg303
pg303 xg303( )dd 6.7336e-14i( ) xg303⋅ 7.2458e-10i( )−→
0 6.7336e-14i( ) xg303⋅ 7.2458e-10i( )− solve xg303, 10760.662944041820126→
xg303 10760.662944041820126:=
 
Measurement with 308 K: 
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pg308 xg308( ) 5.5091i 10 14−×( ) xg3082⋅ 1.1624i− 10 9−⋅( ) xg308⋅+ 6.1242i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xg308
pg308 xg308( )dd 1.10182e-13i( ) xg308⋅ 1.1624e-9i( )−→
0 1.10182e-13i( ) xg308⋅ 1.1624e-9i( )− solve xg308, 10549.817574558457824→
xg308 10549.817574558457824:=
 
Measurement with 313 K: 
pg313 xg313( ) 6.9924i 10 14−×( ) xg3132⋅ 1.4429i− 10 9−⋅( ) xg313⋅+ 7.4350i 10 6−⋅( )+:=
xg313
pg313 xg313( )dd 1.39848e-13i( ) xg313⋅ 1.4429e-9i( )−→
0 1.39848e-13i( ) xg313⋅ 1.4429e-9i( )− solve xg313, 10317.630570333504948→
xg313 10317.630570333504948:=
 
Measurement with 318 K: 
pg318 xg318( ) 9.8243i 10 14−×( ) xg3182⋅ 1.9850i− 10 9−⋅( ) xg318⋅+ 1.0016i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xg318
pg318 xg318( )dd 1.96486e-13i( ) xg318⋅ 1.985e-9i( )−→
0 1.96486e-13i( ) xg318⋅ 1.985e-9i( )− solve xg318, 10102.50094154290891→
xg318 10102.50094154290891:=
 
Measurement with 323 K: 
pg323 xg323( ) 1.5321i 10 13−×( ) xg3232⋅ 3.0272i− 10 9−⋅( ) xg323⋅+ 1.4941i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xg323
pg323 xg323( )dd 3.0642e-13i( ) xg323⋅ 3.0272e-9i( )−→
0 3.0642e-13i( ) xg323⋅ 3.0272e-9i( )− solve xg323, 9879.2507016513282423→
xg323 9879.2507016513282423:=
 
Measurement with 328 K: 
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pg328 xg328( ) 2.0460i 10 13−×( ) xg3282⋅ 3.9549i− 10 9−⋅( ) xg328⋅+ 1.9099i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xg328
pg328 xg328( )dd 4.092e-13i( ) xg328⋅ 3.9549e-9i( )−→
0 4.092e-13i( ) xg328⋅ 3.9549e-9i( )− solve xg328, 9664.9560117302052786→
xg328 9664.9560117302052786:=
 
Measurement with 333 K: 
pg333 xg333( ) 1.7995i 10 13−×( ) xg3332⋅ 3.3889i− 10 9−⋅( ) xg333⋅+ 1.5941i 10 5−⋅( )+:=
xg333
pg333 xg333( )dd 3.599e-13i( ) xg333⋅ 3.3889e-9i( )−→
0 3.599e-13i( ) xg333⋅ 3.3889e-9i( )− solve xg333, 9416.2267296471242012→
xg333 9416.2267296471242012:=
 
11.6 Fitting commands for the empty transducer 
Matlab codes for fitting parameters for the empty transducer: 
% p=fit_Jhosc(p0,f,Jdata) 
% the best fit parameters p are found by minimizing the variance 
% between data and theory as a function of the parameters. 
% p0 are the initial trial parameters 
% In order to use the jhosc, one must come up with initial parameters in 
% the p0 array. 
function p=fit_Jhosc(p0,f,Jdata) 
%options=optimset('Display','final'); 
 
options=optimset('Display','final','TolX',1.e-10,'TolFun',1.e-
10,'MaxFunEvals',1000000,'MaxIter',1000000); 
 
p=fminsearch('Jhosc_var',p0,options,f,Jdata);    
 
 
% Jhosc(Cfree,Ccl,w0,Q). The creep function of the harmonic oscillator consisting 
of  
function J=Jhosc(w,Cfree,Ccl,w0,Q) 
J=Ccl+(Cfree-Ccl)./(1+1i*(w/w0)*(1/Q)-(w/w0).^2); 
 
 
% Jhosc(p,f). The creep function of the harmonic oscillator consisting of  
% R,L,C in series. p=[f0,q], f0=1/(2*pi*sqrt(L C)) resonance frequency, 
q=sqrt(L/C)/R, quality factor  
% function J=Jhosc(p,f) 
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% f0=p(1);q=p(2);x=f/f0; 
% J=1./(1-x.*x+i*x/q); 
 
% The variance between data and theory as a function of the parameters p 
% Jho_var(p,f,Jdata) ; p=[f0,q]  
% Jdata and f have to be be rows 
function V=Jhosc_var(p,f,Jdata); 
Cfree=p(1); 
Ccl=p(2); 
w0=p(3); 
Q=p(4); 
w=f*2*pi; 
 
Jtheory=Jhosc(w,Cfree,Ccl,w0,Q); 
V=(Jdata-Jtheory)*(Jdata-Jtheory)'; % when X is a row, X' is a column  
% with the complex conjugated elements, X*X' is the inner product 
 
 
p0 = [43.5 23.5 8.5e5 55] 
t=frp8lin2<3e5 
 
f = frp8lin2(t); 
Jdata = cp8lin2(t)*1e9; 
 
p=fit_Jhosc(p0,f,Jdata) 
Ffit=Jhosc(f*2*pi,p(1),p(2),p(3),p(4)); 
figure; hold on; box on 
plot(f,Jdata) 
plot(f,Ffit,'s') 
 
11.7 Fitting commands for the filled transducer 
JLiquidFilled: 
% Parameter fitting for liquid filled transducer measurement: p8wh.a 
% Rlq=p(1) 
% h=p(2) 
 
% List of numerical parameters: 
function J=JLiqiudFilled(w,Rlq,h) 
Lpz=3.8E3; 
Cfr=44.9450E-9; 
Cel=30.4470; 
w0=5.2178E5; 
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Q=55.2785; 
 
Clq=5E-10; 
Epeek=3.6E9; 
m=7.9828E-3; 
ha=3.75E-3; 
Aa=1.5; 
At=(pi*1.5^2)*1E-6; 
Vs=3.0131E-6; 
Va=2.651E-8; 
rt=3E-3; 
Dw=5E-4; 
 
% List calculated parameters:  
rho=m/(Vs+Va+pi*rt^2*h); 
Llq=rho.*(ha/Aa+h./At); 
Cpz=1/(Lpz*w0^2); 
Ccl=Cel; 
T=sqrt((Cfr-Cel)/Cpz); 
Rpz=1/Q*sqrt(Lpz/Cel); 
Ml=rho/(pi*rt^2); 
Cl=(4*pi^2*rt^3)/(Epeek*Dw); 
J=Cel+T^2*(1/Cpz+i*w.*Rpz-w.^2*Lpz+(i*w.*Llq+Rlq)./(i*w.*Clq*Rlq+1-
w.^2*Clq*Llq)+(sqrt(Ml))./(sqrt(Cl)).*tan(-i*sqrt(w.^2*Ml*Cl)*h)).^(-1); 
 
Rlq 
H 
 
LiquidFilled_var: 
% The variance between data and theory as a function of the parameters p 
% Jdata and f have to be be rows 
function V=LiquidFilled_var(p,f,Jdata); 
Rlq=p(1); 
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h=p(2); 
w=f.*2*pi; 
 
Jtheory=JLiquidFilled(w,Rlq,h); 
V=(Jdata-Jtheory)*(Jdata-Jtheory)'; % when X is a row, X' is a column  
% with the complex conjugated elements, X*X' is the inner product 
 
LiquidFilled_fit: 
function p=LiquidFilled_fit(p0,f,Jdata) 
 
options=optimset('display','iter'); 
 
p = fminsearch('LiquidFilled_var',p0,options,f,Jdata); 
 
%options=optimset('Display','final','TolX',1.e-10,'TolFun',1.e-
10,'MaxFunEvals',1000000,'MaxIter',1000000); 
 
% p0=[100 0.015] 
 
% pfix=p0*0+NaN 
 
% pfit=fminsearch(@() 
GenErr(pfree,pfix,'ZFromZinf_5parm3_250110',thf,Zdata,method,r1) ,p0, options 
); 
 
 
% 
[dummy,ztheory]=GenErr(pfit,pfix,'ZFromZinf_5parm3_250110',thf,Zdata,'log',r1
); 
 
% ......................................... 
% options=optimset('Display','final'); 
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% options=optimset('Display','final','TolX',1.e-10,'TolFun',1.e-
10,'MaxFunEvals',1000000,'MaxIter',1000000); 
 
% p=fminsearch('LiquidFilled_var',p0,options,f,Jdata); 
 
LiquidFilled_FitPlot: 
 
p0 = [43.5 0.015] 
%t=p8wh.a.f 
%< maximum value 
 
f = p8wh.a.flin2; 
Jdata = p8wh.a.clin2; 
Jdata=Jdata.*1E9; 
 
p=LiquidFilled_fit(p0,f,Jdata); 
Ffit=JLiquidFilled(f*2*pi,p(1),p(2)); 
figure; hold on; plot(f,real(Jdata),'s') 
plot(f,real(Ffit),'r') 
 
